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DEDICATION
At first glance the 1965 REDWOOD portrays an enjoyable year at Santa Clara. The scenes are of happy people enjoying
collegiate life in relative peace and comfort. This dedication is an attempt, perhaps an inadequate one, to place within the
pages of this book some of the sorrow and shock experienced by every Santa Clara man and woman with the news of two
alumni, both Navy fliers.
In September, during the Tonkin Gulf crisis, Everett Alvarez was reported missing in action and believed to be a captive of the
North Vietnamese. Then, in April, just as we ran the risk of becoming complacent, news reached Santa Clara that James
Shea had offered his life in the service of his country while flying combat missions over North Viet Nam. In less than a year
two Santa Clara men fell victim to the world struggle for individual rights and freedoms.
This yearbook was produced in isolation, isolation from the grim realities which comprise the world we live in. It does not
contain references to men dying in the Mekong Delta or over the Gulf of Tonkin, yet these events formed an integral part
of the Santa Clara year, events reported to us by every means of communication each day. On only two occasions did these
events strike home.
We dedicate our annual to Everett Alvarez and James Shea because they are part of the Santa Clara family. Through them
it is dedicated to all Santa Clara men and women who will be called upon in the future to offer similar service and sacrifice
in defense of their country. Until every man realizes the folly of war and the senselessness of inflicting pain and anguish
on other men Americans will make the ultimate sacrifice.
May the soul of James Shea rest in peace, and may Everett Alvarez be returned to his family and friends in good health
—
this is the prayer of all Santa Clarans.
Lieutenant Everett Alvarez
Lieutenant James Patrick Shea
mReturn
to the Campus

. . . to the burdens of college life . , .
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Commitment to another year.
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Campbell Lecture Series
Standing: T. Tumlln, T. Hastings. Seated: E. Alvarez,
D. Carlsmith, M. Shea.
The Campbell Lecture Series sponsors speakers from
throughout the nation who would be of interest to students
of law. This year the principal speakers have been Pro-
fessor B. E. Witkins, an author, attorney, and authority
on California procedure, and Father Snee, S.J., an expert
in administrative law from Georgetown University.
St. Thomas More Society is open to all students of the
School of Law and those students of the University who
are interested in the philosophy of St. Thomas More. Its
activities are primarily spiritual. Its members attend a
quarterly Communion Breakfast and sponsor lectures by
prominent Catholic lawyers and religious leaders.
St. Thomas More Society
Top: R. Rodgers, M. Shea, R. Wilson. Bottom: E. Alvarez, T.
Hastings.
The Santa Clara Lawyer is a quarterly pub-
lication issued by the School of Law. It
serves as a record of the activities of the
Law School and of the students' achieve-
ments.
Santa Clara Lawyer Staff
Standing: M. Shea, J. Smith, B. Carney, D. Carlsmith,
D. Maguire, T. Tumlin. Seated: E. Alvarez, T. Hastings.
Student Bar Association
W, Moore, Treasurer; F. Mills, Second Year Representative; L. Williams, Secretary; L. Wies, Vice
President; H. Talifer, First Year Representative; T. Hastings, President; J, Williams, Ttiird Year
Representative.
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The Student Bar Association is open to all
students of the School of Law. It has been
established according to the pattern set
by the California State Bar Association. It
offers easy liaison between students and
faculty in the School of Law.
Moot Court Committee
Sitting as Judge: D. Corismith
The Moot Court Committee selects the problem, prepares
the record, assigns counsel, and directs the activities of the
students who take part in moot court pleading. The judges
who give their time voluntarily and without recompense
are active lawyers, judges, and law professors. The student
committee works under the general supervision of a faculty
member.
Juliet Chargin
Thomas Hansen
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LeRoy Howell
David Kidd
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Jay Lipman
William Locke-Poddon
Joe Moore
Hugh Mullin
Henry Talifer
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Jean Ashton Hans Boysen Jon Campisi James Chang
Michael Diepenbrock
Frank Clohan
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David Maguire
William Moore
Aurelio Munoz
Frank Mills
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Lloyd Murphy Edwin Pearce
Roderick Reames
Joseph Riggio Louis Wies
Lloyd Williams
A7
Ruby L. Rodgers
San Jose

A simple prayer of thanksgiving . . .
50
private response
to God.
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CLAY
M.
GREENE
The Clay M. Greene Players is an organization
dedicated to the promotion of dramatics, and is
responsible for all theatrical productions at the
University.
The plays presented each year appeal to both the
students and the general public. The most famous
and well-known of its presentations has been the
Passion Play, written by Clay M. Greene, a cele-
brated playwright and former faculty member,
after whom the Players have taken their name.
Among the works produced this year were "The
Servant of Two Masters," "The Glass Menagerie",
"The Lower Depths", and "Goldilocks", by Jean
and Walter Kerr. As an added notation . . .
"Goldilocks" received rave reviews in all the local
papers including the San Francisco Chronicle.
L. to R. Bottom to Top
Jim O'Looney, Rich Peters, Mary Jo McConohoy, Mike Murray,
Sharon Hurtley, Chris Miller, Paulo Desmond, Sylvia Quinn,
Jan Galbraith, Julie Wiedel, Tino Zonone, Gerri Frerks, Julie
Payne, Shirley Paganini, Jack Clifford, Michele Gollery, Dave
Foos.
Pat Hennessey, Dolores Espinoza.
Wayne Angel, Ben Lanbocher, Mike Gibbons, Jigs Hicken-
botham, Jim Robertson, lee Ann Colloghan, Carol Robertson,
Tony Dorsa, Madeline Comisa, Nancy Hogan, Bob Murphy,
Kevin McCarthy, Karen Boggio, Jeff Winters, Louie Branson.
Lynn Libbey, Betty Beetley, Madeline Saussote, Maureen Lynch,
Greg Gilman.
Don Sullivan, Dove Barry, Bill Plachy, Tom McGourin, Pot
O'Reilly, John Cassidy, Tonine Schirle, John McOuade.
Carol Blase, Les LoBaugh, Virginia Houts, Tom Ormenyi,
Mike O'Connor, Gerry Greeve, Roger Ellis, Bill Trovers.
Rich Campodonico, Linda Bonnett, Roseann Mcintosh, Greg
Souer, Jeff Manchester.
Joan Schirle, Kirk Frederick, Dan Pisono.
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LIFEBOAT ACTION
.rA
Al
L to R
Rick McKannay, Charlie Mas-
zoo, Maddie Camisa, Jim Car-
ter, Don Gomes, Laura Arnold,
Bob Glover, Susan Glutz, Cindy
Spencer, Terry Lyons, Mike
Buchner, Grotie Gannon, Carol
Von Egmomt, Burman Scrabble,
Ken Ruffing, Carolyn Johnson,
Mike Voolich, Nancy Korpi.
LAMBDA SOCIETY
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A z n left to right: Jock Hangauer, Mike Ryan, Wayne Bonde, Gary Weitz, Mark Pisia, DaveMurphy, Boyd Cahill, John Callan, Bill Sanchez, Carl Hansen, Dennis Royer, Tom Swartz,Mike Ney (chug-a-lug ) , Mike Kalberer, Tim Firnstahl, John Cody, and Gary Santoni.
President
Mike Ney
A professional business fraternity, Delta Sigma Pi
seeks to foster the study of business, and to pro-
mote a closer affiliation between the business
world and students of business. Toward accom-
plishing this goal, guest speakers give valuable
insights concerning what members may expect
from the world of business upon graduation.
During the year the society also conducted on
active social calendar, featuring the "Rose of
Delta Sig" Dance in May.
SAM President —- Fred Franzia
TB
n
Tau Beta Pi President
Paul Vlahutin
The Zeta Chapter of Tau Beta Pi, the
National Engineering Honor Society, hon-
ors by membership junior and senior year
engineers who have excelled in scholar-
ship and demonstrated their exemplary
character.
Through daily coffee and donut sales, the
society has been able to award a sub-
stantial scholarship to a deserving engi-
neering student.
jj^miii^^^
SAM
Left to right: Frank Sullivan, Pete Sullivan, Ken Coveney, Bruce Rogers, Don Schofield,
Roger Bates, H'sia Nung Mai, Nick Miller, Tom Liang, Robert Moreno, Bob Bolin,
Sebastian Nolo, Jim Tieter, Bob Dompe, John Gisia, Bob Kitahara, and Paul Vlahutin.
The Society for the Advancement
of Management is dedicated to
identifying and propagating the
philosophy and concepts of mod-
ern management. Junior and Sen-
ior business or engineering stu-
dents are eligible for member-
ship.
Left to right: Dave Murphy, Al Cordano,
Boyd Cahill, Jim Lizotte, Fred Fronzia,
and Dr. Edwin Timbers.
The Arts and Science Association repre-
sents the most vital portion of the student
body — the College of Arts and Sciences.
The Association's most valuable contribu-
tion to student life is its lecture series. By
bringing interesting and controversial
speakers to the campus it strives to in-
tensify the student's awareness of im-
portant issues and problems, and to
expand their knowledge of these sub-
jects.
President Len Panattoni
Mike Buckner, Seth Thompson, Jim Bunker, Father Terry, Jim Feloney, Len
Panattoni, Jim Carter, and Mark Stegmeier.
ARTS AND SCIENCE ASSOCIATION
Lecture Committee Members: Tim Kelly, Don Barbieri, George Gale, Pam Starr,
guest speaker S.i. Hayokawa, Jim Bunker, Gail Fozokerly, Terry Lyons, and
Paul Piaskowy.
d
RED HAT BAND
L to R, Back to Front: Gary Wolden, Jim O'Sullivan, Dove Hernandez, Mike Bottini, Fred Shortz,
Herbie Hinde, Mike Ruggero, Tony Wawrukiewicz, Jerry Walsh, Jerry Cuntia, Don Moyer.
Outfitted in red derby hats and striped
vests the Red Hat Band is Santa Clara's
official pep band, performing at football
and basketball games, rallies, and special
programs. Highlight of the basketball
season is the annual trip to Los Angeles
where the Red Hatters play Dixieland
music for weekend games. With the ad-
dition of several freshmen and long hours
of practice, the successful future of the
Red Hat Band seems assured.
Possibly the most well attended lecture of the year occured lost February when Mr. Tom
Crowley and Ed Swartz of the Alcoholic Beverage Control gave a folk on the pertinent
rules of the A. B.C.
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KAPPA ZETA PHI
L. to R.: Fred Donali, Mike York, Mike Flood, Chuck
Bettencourf, Dove Tout, Brian Servotius, Pico Kennedy,
Don Gomes, Bob Glover, Dan McCoy, John Yonts, Mike
Tramutt, Kevin King, Jerry Walsh, Dave Basso, Pot
Beckmon, Chuck Carey, Wolly Sousa, Henry Demmert,
Ron Whiteanack, Chris Sharkey, George Wicker, Mike
O'Hogon, Bill Dorney, Bob Pollack, Bill Brennan, Jim
Ellick, Juan Arrache, Pat Carter, Jeff McCarthy, Bill
Jaeger, Mike Hoffman, Smokey Murphy, Mike McDonell,
Jim Forv^ell, Mike McCord, Tom Maulhordl, Bill Ford,
Dennis McNerney.
DAY STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
Kappa Zeto Phi is a local
fraternity devoted to the
projects designed to create
a greater Santa Clara.
Members are chosen from
all colleges and must meet
certain scholastic and social
qualifications. Contributions
to the school are made
through the fraternity's var-
ious service projects and in
addition to various social
activities, the organization
also sponsors the "Man of
the Semester Award", given
to the student who epito-
mizes the "Santa Clara
Man" image.
L. to R.: Tessey Rodriquez, Sue Yakobouich, Bob Conte, Judy Swenson, Frank Floim, Maureen
Lennon, Jim Farwell, Gil Bernabe, Emily Bernobe, John O'Keefe, John Noonan, Jock Michalak, Jeanne
Link, Tom McGourin.
ALPHA SIGMA NU
L. to R.
Fr. Mei, Nick Dibiaso, Jim Carter, Brian Servalius, Francis Sullivan, Bob
Dompe, Jotin Gritfin, Bill Jaeger.
Alpha Sigma Nu, the national Jesuit honor frater-
nity, is represented on campus by members from
each college of the University who have distin-
guished themselves in service, scholarship, and
loyalty. The fraternity plays an important part in
the academic community by investigating academic
problems and recommending solutions to the ad-
ministration and faculty members.
John Griffin
President of Alpha Sigma Nu
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Group I: Tom Amos, Dianne Quoss, Jim Thiltgen, Ron Begin. Group II: Mary Schroeder, Pom Sfarr,
Mary Tollefson, Gladys Kreiling, Marie Nyrody, Alan Boas, Patricia Cecil, Dennis Wilkins, Nancy
Mullen, Group III: Terry Lyons, Al Bender, Stuart Hallidoy, Kevin McCarthy (ed), Rooney O'Nell,
Andy Paoli, Bob Konrad (ed).
THE OWL
The Owl performs a vital service to the
academic community. A university provides
the opportunity for students' minds to
develop, explore, experiment and judge
the complex facets of life — the Owl
provides the opportunity for students to
express, through literary endeavor, their
feelings, doubts, anxieties and findings
concerning these experiences.
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The Santa Clara
The Santa Clara, representing the univer-
sity to over 5,000 readers each week,
provides the means for expression of stu-
dent activities, opinions, and ideas. On
a growing campus which is faced with a
problem of real communication among
all its parts, The Santo Clara fulfills its
roles as informing and motivating force,
on and off campus.
Cognizant of its role, The Santa Clara
strives to maintain the highest quality of
journalism and student responsibility due
the university and its readership.
1964 Editor
Jim Bunl<er
1965 Editor
Mike McDonnell
STAFF — Joan Clark, John Ma'honey, Mike Mclaughlin, Dan Blaeltler, Geof Greiveldinger, Joe Iglemund, Joe Jaconi, Susie Katica, Bob Konrad,
Rich llvingston. Chuck Kollerer, Jim Yunker, Mike Flood, Bob lilley. Chuck Kryski, Lynn Lambert, Paul Longmore, Nick Mathias, Jim McCarthy,
Jerry Meriz, Steve Southerlen, Vic Dirksen, Mike Martin, Joe Oliverio, Mike McCord, Dede Moon, Wayne Nassar, Dave Oke, Ron Perry, JoAnn
Cathy Connolly, Pat Riley, Bob Sestero, Laura Arnold, Irene Basey, Ron Peterson, Jerry Prieto, Mike Soules, Phil Steiner, Jeanne Stephens, Gail
Brutacao, Mary Campbell, Joe Casey, Donna DaMassa, Ed Desmond, Steve Williams, Judy Zachorias, Don Medeiros, Rich Watson, Ken Callahan,
Dombrink, Ted Eshlemon, Laura Facchini, Gail Fazockerley, Sally Fornasero, Jim Wending, Mod. Fr. R. McAullife.
L to R
Nancy Raley, Berny Vail, George Rehrmann, Joe
Zotter, John Brennan, M. J. Keown, Mary Spon-
Felner, Earl Correa, Mike Mondavi, Kirk Bednar,
Jim Kute, Dennis Woodriff, John O'Keefe, Glenna
Torossa, Bill Scheid. SKI CLUB
The University of Santa Clara Ski Club activities
are varied and keyed to the seasons. Late fall and
the winter months mean fresh powder snow and
vigorous skiing activities, the climax of which is
the annual semester break ski trip. After the winter
semester season, the ski club engages in water
skiing activities at Clear Lake. All during the year,
the club engages and co-ordinates its activities
through meetings which feature ski films.
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George Rehrmann
Ski Club President
HAWAIIAN CLUB
Hui-O-Aikane, "the gathering of friends," is the Hawaiian
Club at Santa Clara. The name has its significance in the
fact that the Polynesians had no word in their language
for hate. Their culture was one of love and of the "aloha"
spirit. To demonstrate this spirit is the purpose of Hui-O-
Aikane. Through luaus, movies, and other means, the
Hawaiian Club constantly strives to promote the Hawaiian
Islands and its way of life—a life dedicated to fun and
laughter.
President Tom Miyashiro
L to R
Tom Miyastiiro, Mary Gomes, Tom McGourin, Mike Tom, Earl Correa, Mike Lum, Ginny Hulton, Sheryl
Ford, Alex Morse, Marguerite Ott, Ernie Paschool, Randy Chun, Larry Lou.
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YOUNG DEMOCRATS
L. to R.: John Burdick, Madeleine Saussoffe, Joe DiLeonardo, Dove Lowry, Dompe Hompe, Greg
Quinfona, John O'Keefe, Tony Montoya.
President Joe DiLeonardo
The Democrats is a campus political group designed to counteract the effects of
other campus political organizations. Its activities are carried out through precinct
work, forums, and guest speakers. This year great emphasis was laid on putting
L.B.J, into office. Rather than resting back on its political laurels, the group is now
organizing to take over the U.S. Senate.
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YOUNG REPUBLICANS
President Bob Lilley L. to R.: Joe Jaconi, Anne Catolane, Anita Whelan, John Fornan, Marl Gillivan, Joy Konltz, Sue Pruyn,
Bill Bohn, Lou Branson.
The Young Republicans is a campus group organized to uphold the Conservative
Republican Principles through the fostering of lectures, debates, and movies
demonstrating the Republican viev/. This year the organization actively participated
in campaigning for the defeated Presidential candidate, Goldwater. The group is
already organizing its 1968 effort to put Goldwater successfully into office.
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First Row—Gina Zanove, Benigno Zialcita III, Margie Richards, Franklin
Gutierrez, Vicki Aboitiz, Mary Jean SeLegue. Second Row—Tessy
Rodriguez, Letty Rena, Karen Cling, Judy Coin, Dicki Leonard, Paul
Aquino, Phillip Kabua. Third Row—S. Sorich, Tony Stearman, Gino
Velasco, Pete Barndt, Jim Lue Chen, Tom Amos, Tim McGourin, Carlos
Linares. Fourth Row—Guizzermo Alfaro, Richard Peeper, Aryen Korthamor,
John Burdick, John Brennan, Jerry loughman, Douglas LuYm. Fifth Row
—
Albert Chen, Joe Sieh, Andy Feliciano, Rene Woe, M. Lynch, Phil Gras-
ham, Cathy Kilkenny, Mary Williams, Pedro Harris.
INTERNATIONAL CLUB
The International Club is an organization com-
posed of students with many different, varied, and
exciting backgrounds. They come from many lands
which stretch from Anaheim to Manila.
This year has been an active one for the Inter-
national students of the University of Santa Clara.
They have put on buffet dinners featuring the
cuisines of the world. Their variety show was the
hit of the social season and was attended by
people of many tllfferent and varied lands.
c
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Beta Gamma Sigma
Beta Gamma Sigma is a nafional scho-
lastic honor fraternity whose members are
selected for their outstanding academic
achievement as business majors. This year
the members have attempted to promote
and strengthen better student-faculty un-
derstanding by initiating a teacher evalu-
ation program in the School of Business.
Women's Recreation
Association
This newly formed association initiates
and directs athletic activity for women
students. This year their big push was in
basketball where they went undefeated
in intercollegiate competition. Under the
leadership of senior, Susan Duffield, the
WRA plans to broaden and diversify its
activities even more in keeping Santa
Clara's Lovelies slim and trim.
L. to R.: Bill Jaeger, Joe Sieh, Mike Kalberer, Brian Servotius.
Front to Bock: Susan Duffield,
Maureen lynch, Sue Ginelli,
Pom Oliveri, Chris Mattson,
Diane Toomey, Trudy McCul-
loch, Pat Allegrini, Julie Poi-
miroo, Sheryl Ford, Donna
Medley, Sherry Guskay.
Back Row: Fr. Hayn, Nick Costanzi, Jim Sullivan, Mary Neuderffer, John Griffin, Joe Erbac'her, Tony
Wowrukiewicz, Jim Carter, Bill Plachy, Joe Casey. Front Row: Jim Carter, George Herrmann, Kevin
Barr, Tery Mifsul, Parrel Dumond, James Jaye.
PHYSICS
SOCIETY
President John Griffin
Another of the special interest groups on
campus, the Physics Society fosters a
creative interest in the physical sciences
and promotes a spirit of unity among the
science majors.
President John Griffin has guided the
Society successfully both in social func-
tions and technical films and discussions.
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The Mathematics Society has as its pur-
pose the stimulation of interest in mathe-
matics among its members. It accom-
plished this by posing challenging mathe-
matical problems and concepts, by spon-
soring visiting lecturers, and by conduct-
ing contests.
The society assists the Math Department
by proctoring the placement exams for
freshmen and administering and scoring
the annual Bay Area high school math-
ematics contest.
MATHEMA TICS
SOCIETY
Z
President Dick GrassI
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L. to R., Back Row: Frann Stolorz, Al Fuctis, Ken Friedenback, Ralpt) Johnson, Barbara Gregoire,
Robert Maas, T. Nelson. Second Row: Nancy Strutter, Judy Gilbert, Dick GrassI, Sheryl Ford, Fran
Van Dermaele, Connie Brackmann. First Row: Klosinski, Morgerite Ott, Dave Hernandez, Mary Gomes,
Roseanne Torreto.
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FIRST ROW—Paul Farris, Boyd Cohlll. SECOND ROW— Eric Farasyn, Fred Faiefa, John Callan, Dove
DIghero. THIRD ROW—Dave Basso, Nick Dibiaso, Bob Pollock, John Guheen. FOURTH ROW—Marfy
Henderson. STANDING—Tim Felice, Fred Avalli, Dove Tripaldi, Ron Gianini, Jim Sisto, Fred Franzia,
John Felice (pres.) .
ITALIAN CLUB
Their loss to the Irish Club in a football game early in the year seemed to knock
the wind out of this organization, and as a result they spent the remainder of the
year recuperating down at Dinjo's in San Jose. They did successfully maintain the
tradition of the club by electing one of the few Italian members to the presidency,
evidently their only accomplishment this year.
IRISH CLUB
LEFT TO RIGHT John Turner, Steve Quilt, John Collan, George Frye, Woodrow Loomis, Jim Ellick,
Pete Kennedy, Mike O'Hagen, Mike Dooling, Shanty Malone, Bill Connolly, Bill Brennen, Greg Foieto,
Steve Dombrink, Bill Costello.
Pictured above in front of their near-campus headquarters, this all-male organiza-
tion takes pride in maintaining good ol' Bronco spirit. In keeping with their Irish
bloodline as well, they took care to center all of their activities on Shanty Molone's,
the home of all Irishmen (and spirited Broncos) when visiting San Francisco.
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President John Turner L^
Left fo Right, First Row—J. Paul Getty, Bob Corrigon. Second Row—Bill Connolly, Mike
Kolberer, Denny Royer.
BAA
Organized for those students
who are members of the business
college, the B.A.A. sponsors var-
ious activities. In the realm of the
academic, the B.A.A. fosters guest
speakers to benefit the business
minded. In the realm of social
the B.A.A. annually sponsors the
B.A.A. Ball, v/hich this year suc-
cessfully held its extravaganza at
the Hawaiian Gardens in San
Jose.
FINANCE CLUB
The principal purpose of the
Finance Club is to accumu-
late money by both legal
and devious means for the
use of students on both the
graduate and undergrad-
uate level. In short, they are
supercalifragilistic - expeali-
dotious.
Left to Rigtit—Tom Tanner, Jerry Dinelli, Billy Sol Estes.
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Left to Right, First Row—Tom Thumb, Elmo Mansley Singington, Tim
Smart, Ron Mitoka, John Gisia, Lou Branson, John Farnan, Mike York,
Gene Du Vigneaud. Second Row—Pete Sullivan, Lou Branson, Steve
Mori, Evor Vattuone, Don Scofield, Allan Hays, Ed Mabie, Vic Nikolashin,
Lou Branson, Jim Wirthman, Lou Branson, Jerry Argenti, Suzy Smart,
Norman Ravizza, Frank Rovna, Ed Riordoan. Back Row—Roger Bates,
Paul Vlahutin, Kevin Coughlan, Bob Dompe, Francis Sullivan, Larry Ouellici,
Jim Teeter, Karl Jacobs, Walter Souzaphone, Don Sullivan, Fary Pouliot,
Gary Walden, Bob Fogarty, Mark Sorem, Jim Dunkley.
ENGINEERING
SOCIETY
The Engineering Society exists on campus
as a unifying organization among the
various types of engineers. In the past
one of its principal purposes of the en-
gineering society was to supplement the
engineers education. While this purpose
still exists as shown by the lectures and
field trips sponsored by the society, social
functions are beginning to play more and
more a part in this organization.
President
Bob Fogarty
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CHARLIE GRAHAM CLUB
Back: Kellogg, Kambe, Mondavi, Whitcanock, Ospino, Locke, Creighton,
Callon, Barrett, McCormick, AncJrews, Basso, Ennis. Cenfer: Pavisha,
Wiechers, DeFuniack, Guheen, Robertson, Pista, Royer, Felice, Miller, Fry,
Happoldt, Mothern,- Pollock, Tripaldi, King, Ellick, Corrigan, Graham,
lizotte, Sanchez, Lanza, Carter, lee. Fowler, O'Neill, Gionnini, Carmichael,
Pat Malley, Connolly. Front: Abrahamsen, Arrache, Schmidt, Bud Wiser,
Fernandez.
The Charlie Graham Club exists for the purpose of promot-
ing the entire Santa Clara sports program. Membership,
since the club's birth five years ago, has grown to include
seventy junior and senior boys. New members are selected
by vote of the club after interviews with candidates.
The club raises spirit for athletic contests, aids in publicity
of these events, and assumes responsibility for maintaining
Buck Shaw Stadium during baseball and football seasons.
By the performance of these labors the Charlie Graham
Club serves the University and maintains the image of the
traditional "Bronco."
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Club President
Laurie Abrahamsen
BLOCK SC
Block S.C. is made up of all those athletes
who have participated in major sports ac-
tivities at the University. The Block S.C. is
awarded in recognition of the recipients'
contribution to the various teams. The
club's activities range from service projects
to social events.
Wolf, Berchtold, Guheen, Fry, Pavisha, Rood, Swortz, Arrache, Wiechers . a - y
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SANCTUARY SOCIETY
The Sanctuary Society consists of sixty men drawn from the undergraduate student-
body, who undertake "activity for the greater glory of God." These men participate
in the religious affairs of the campus primarily by serving Mass, but also by under-
taking any ceremonial task to which they are called. An example of this would
be the Lenten exercises and the graduation services. Under the guidance of Father
Carroll, S.J., the Sanctuary Society engenders and enriches the spiritual life of the
University of Santa Clara.
Left to right — First Row — Pete Kelly, Jerry Argenti, Don Gomes, Ron John Burns, Roy Gastonquoy. Fourth Row—Ken Coveny, Denny Conrad,
Brutaco, Mike Roggero, John Farnan, Lou Branson, John Gisla. Second Jim Thillfen, John Sullivan, Phil Kobrio. Fifth Row—Tom Sullivan, Bob
Row—Jim Farwell, Mike Buchner, Tom Miyoshiro, Jim Feloney, Alf Nue- Malcomn, Mike Poitevin, Mike Hoffman, Kirk Bendnor, Bill Luke,
man. Rick Brutaco. Third Row—Don Sullivan, Gerry Werner, Pete Sullivan,
'^SJ^NOM;,
Left to Right—Larry Lau, Don Scofield, Steve Mori, Rene Woe, Mike York, Evor
Vattuine, Craig Sims, Steve Chang, Kick Leuiff, Lou Branson, Larry Byrne,
Bob Kitahara, Behind the sign is none other then Jim Wirthman, Don
Sullivan, Pete Sullivan, Don Mitoka, Mark Sorem, Pete Ecclesine, Jim
Leu Chin, Tom Shiver, Roger Bales, Jim Carter, A! Chen, Bob Miller,
John Sullivan, Paul Peterson, Dennis McAlley, John McKenna, John Del
Porto. And those goofs on the fence have been proven to be both Don
Mcintosh (left) and Franny Sullivan.
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Organized to provide contact between
students and the professional engineering
world, the I.E.E.E. has sponsored guest
lecturers, field trips, and the annual engi-
neer's technical paper contest.
Led by "the tingler," (President Don
Scofield) the club has obtained recogni-
tion by the ASUSC this year.
I.E.E.E. President
Don Scofield
Sanctuary Society President
Bill Luke 81
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Left to right — Back Row—Tony Wawrukiewicz, Kay Kaliski, Jim Murphy,
Dave Lowry, Mike Morf, Terry Handley, Vic Nickoloshin, Bill Trovers,
Steve Schoenfeld, Kevin Henker. ThircJ Row—Birdie Wilson, Fail Young,
Kathy Halligan, Jigs Hickenbotham, Marth Maddox, Mary Gomes, Jan
DeShera, Loreth Smith, Margo White, Ross Bergantz (Direction Master).
Second Row—Donna Damassa, Mary Cuffe, Ginny Hulfon, Vicky Mezio,
Madeline Camisa, Adele Bihn, Sheryl Ford. First Row—Martye Slattery,
Mary Weyer, May Hoeffing, Carolyn Fisher, Jan De La Briandais,
Vivian Thode.
GLEE CLUB
F
Under the able tutorage of S. Ross
Bergantz, the S.C.U. Men's Glee
Club had five concerts including
appearances at San Jose State, Cal
Berkeley, and an April concert in
conjunction with the Women's chorus
which packed the Civic Auditorium.
Music Director
Ross Bergantz
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The Archeological Society consists of students interested in working
on original historical material. The club carries on active work in
the field as well as in the laboratory, where much progress has
been made in restoring and cataloguing past finds.
Highlights of the past year included trips to historical spots in
California and to local Indian mounds and fossil beds. Also, space
was obtained in the de Saisset Art Gallery in which to display the
society's finds.
Left to right—Bob Vinton, Rich Sullivan, Reno Sullivan, Laney Van Gorgham, Mike Gibbons,
Don Turnbull.
President
Rich Graves
C R 0\v
Left to Right—Top Row— Ptiil Grestiam, Terry Grundy. 4th Row—Tony
Montoya, Carolyn Johnson, Joy Konintz, Frank Guttieriz. 3rd Row—Frank
Espinoza, Jerry Loughmon, Mary Williams, John Farnan, Greg Ouintona.
2nd Row— Jim thiltgen, Seth Tnn^nson, Rich Rizzo, John Cody. Bottom
Row—Mary Green, Ann Fitzpotrick, Susy Nuemon, Lou Branson, Cathy
Kilkenny, Jim Crow, Pat Taylor, Lolly Kineen, Jerry Greeve, Marty
Slattery, Mary Creehan, John Burdick.
CATHOLIC INTERRACIAL COUNCIL
President John Burdick
The Catholic Inter-Racial Council is a
newly formed organization which is dedi-
cated to furthering christian ideals in the
crucial racial issue. The council has par-
ticipated in a number of demonstrations
in the bay area, and is at this time con-
ducting an investigation of local labor
conditions in the campus area. They are
also conducting a Bib Brother Program in
which a university student visits a boy or
girl between the ages of 1 3 to 1 7 giving
counciling and guidance in a brotherly
manner.
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THE PHOENIX
Left fo Rig'hf—Pobio Picasso, Mr. Welsh, Kathy Triplet!, Jodi Dee, Tim Taormina, Tom Buckner, Dove
Morton, Mark Sorem, Marie Loidas, A! Boas, Tristi Cecil, Terry Grundy, Pot Smith, Tori Towne.
Organized by moderator, Philip B. Welch, and president, Jim Slcuson, The Phoenix
has come to the Santa Clara campus to stimulate interest in the Fine Arts. Art for
enjoyment's sake as well as art for art's sake is the goal of this industrious group.
The Phoenix has sponsored a Bay-Area Photo Contest, taken field trips, and held
a guitar workshop. Their promotion of silk screening as an art form has given
rise to new ideas in campus publicity.
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Left to right—Ken Cahallan, Mike Detweiler, Dan Dodobara, Roger Magraghi, Dicit Graves, Bob
O'Brien, Ed Du Boost, Terry Dowling, Tom Hynes, Ed Jelich, Lolly Kineen, James Harrington, Mike
Gomachi, Pretty Bluize, Jan Bazzano.
CHEMISTRY
SOCIETY
The Chemistry Society, composed pri-
marily of chemistry majors, is one of
many special-interest groups on cam-
pus. By means of lectures, movies and
field trips, the society increases its
members' knowledge in areas of chem-
istry not usually covered in the class-
room.
Notable activities during the year in-
cluded the joint picnic with the Mendel
Society and the annual convention of
Western, student-affiliated chapters of
the American Chemical Society, at
which Santa Clara's student represent-
atives delivered a research paper.
ASCE
The ASCE student chapter is a branch of the national professional
society. It is organized to acquaint civil engineering students more
fully with the profession of which they will ultimately become mem-
bers. The student chapter sponsors meetings and field trips which
provide opportunities for learning more about the role of the civil
engineer, through contact with men in the profession.
ASME
The Santa Clara section of the national ASME is devoted to the
acquirement of basic engineering fundamentals, which is accomplished
by means of visiting industry spokesmen, and field trips to nearby
industrial plants. Included in this year's activities were tours of the
GM and IBM facilities.
The club also participates in contests sponsored by the national
society, highlighted by the Regional Speech Contest at which each
school submits an original paper. Students further benefit by mem-
bership in that they receive the excellent professional magazine
Mechanical Engineering.
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SODALITY OF OUR LADY
Left fo Right—Back Row—Tim Regan, Rick Brutaco, Brian Servatius, Mike
McDonnell, Larry Biggam, Frank Flaim, Don Blaettler, John Yonts, Don
Gomes, Mike Hoffman, Dan McCoy, Al Newman, Charles Dumpt, Father
Shanks, Mike Buchner, Steve Mori, Mike Ronohan, Chuck Kryski, Tom
Grigliotti, Mike Crowley, Pete Sullivan, Barbara Boehler, Jim Murphy,
Jim Carter, Gail Snowgrass, Carole Kraemer, Mike Pease, Marty McHale.
3rd Row— Ed Stewart, Bob Foley, Les Lo Baisi, Chuck Bettencourt, Hal
Tilbury, Tom Reilly, Joe Sieh, Anna Lorenzi, Mike Roggero, Wolly
Brown, Ron Whitcanack, Craig Weedham, Bob Dondero, Dick Glover,
Burman Skrable, Mike Voolich, Ken Ruffing, Chuck Koller, Frank Diengal,
Frank Fusilier, Chuck Bloy, Ken Friendenback, Bob Malcolm, Scott Hill.
2nd Row—Julie Wiedel, Terry Greeley, Mary Moroney, Terry Freeman,
Mary Ellen Novakovitch, Laura Facchina, Anna Bolla, Laura Arnold, Chris
Klein, Pom Allston, Mimi Pender, Fran Vandemeole, Lynn Leverson,
Ann Frick, Gail Whittonmeyer, Maddie Camisa, Pot Gorman, Sue Duf-
field, John Gisia, Rose Avila, Jan DeiaBriandois, Merle Chapman. 1st
Row—Joan Leahy, Potty Allegrini, Betsy Ryan, Lee Venemeyer, Toni
Loestreto, Ruthum Lodar, Alona Molloy, Lois Osmer, Lolly Kineen, Maureen
Lynch, Linda Bonnet, Suson McGinty.
Prefect
Brian Servatius
The Sodality is a religious organization of men
and women organized under the special patron-
age of the Blessed Virgin for a threefold end; the
sanctification of themselves, of others, and the
defense of the church. In carrying on a life of
spiritual practices and apostolic action, the Sodal-
ists attempt to convert their aspirations into
achievements by leading their neighbors to better
lives, and by applying Catholic principles to so-
ciety.
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Quarter exams , . .
serious moments
of deep concentration.
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THE
NEW
ROLE
Leadership of the Student
Body on campus, and its
representation before the
alumni and in the public
eye, is the demanding job
of the Student Body Presi-
dent. As a member of Al-
pha Sigma Nu, the highest
ranking ROTC c a d e t ^ a
Sodalist, and varsity letter
winner in Tennis, Bill
Jaeger, who is a product
of eight years of Jesuit
education, typifies the Jesuit
goal of developing well-
rounded and active Chris-
tipn men, capable of ef-
fecting a lasting impact
upon the world.
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SANTA CLARA'S
EXECUTIVE BOARD
Devoted to the belief that the Santa Clara Man is capable of directing the affairs
of campus life, the Executive Board dedicates itself to the development and practice
of a genuine government of the students by the students. In realizing this ambition
its members act as a catalyst to the development of student responsibility, maturity
and leadership. They enhance the atmosphere and spirit of Santa Clara by stimulat-
ing student involvement in the social, athletic, academic and spiritual life of the
University.
L to R: Mike Ranahan, Mike Ziemann, Bob Glover, Tom Malotesto, Tim Toormina, Bill Jaeger.
Executive Board
Secretary
When she isn't sitting on the
boss's lap, Mary Licini co-
ordinates executive board
meetings, takes minutes and
directs office work.
Office Girls
The office girls generously de-
vote their afternoons to the
service of the ASUSC. All sec-
retarial work of the Executive
Board, the Court, c^d the
Senate is handled by these
little women.
Back, I. to R.: Rosemary Munsen, Paffy Allegrini, Carlo Conete, Melissa Asselin, Marie Bourgois,
Paf Sutherland, Chris Caldwell. Front: Julie Poimiroo, Kay Sertich, Michele Clerou, Annette Bocilo,
Georgia Anderson.
Election
Committee
Due to the competitive spirit in all
types of campus elections, the
Election Committee, under the
direction of Gary Wietz, has
completely rewritten the election
rules, making them more adapt-
able to the heated campaign bat-
tles which develop during the
spring. Along with the new rules
the committee has developed
more effective enforcement ma-
chinery to see that they are ob-
served.
i^
Front to bock: Pat Gorman, Chris Caldwell, Doug Berry, Steve
Dombrink, Pot Callahan, Bob Fogerty, Chuck Carey and Gary
Weitz.
ASUSC
Social Committee
The A.S.U.S.C. Social Committee is the machine
behind the co-ordination of all social events pre-
sented during the year. With computer-like accura-
cy they place the dates of important functions at
your finger-tips with their bi-annual social cal-
endar.
Left to right: Biilie Lambert and Marty McHale.
Intramural Committee
Mike Tramutt and 'his
boys' added many
new phases to the
highly competitive
intramural program.
Then they asked,
"Just how great is
the Intramural
Committee?"
Left to right: Roger Jotinson, Mike Tramutt, and Dave Basso.
Leadership
Conference
Committee
Preparation, presentation and eval-
uation of the leadership conferences
held each year is the interesting job
of the newly formed Leadership
Conference Committee.
Left to rigtit: Ken '"Callatian, Bill Luke, and
Dove Oke.
Research Committee
Leff to right: Kevin King, Barbara Boehler, Joe Sieh, and Ernie DeGasparis.
The duty of the Research Committee is the investigation
of problem areas in the realm of student activities. Thus
far the group has studied the cafeteria, and the closed
retreat. Its research is valuable to action committees,
such as the Student Union Committee, dealing with these
campus problems.
This year the Publicity Committee centralized the pub-
lication of posters and announcements. Everything from
art work to turning the crank on the mimeo machine is
handled by this revitalized organization.
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Left to right (Back): Steve Wilkinson, Gary Sv/anson, Dave Hickey, Bruce Rosenberry, Free) Oliver,
and Ray Gastonguay. Center: Toni Lastrelo, Phil Grosser, and Maggie O'Hara. Front: Rita Aragon.
Frosh Orientation Committee
"Big Sophs" (left to right): Charles Masa, Rod Austin, Betty Beetley, Tom Astrello. Incoming Frosh (left to right): John Rettig, David Seitz,
Terry Strain, Al DeSerpo, Joe Scolmanini, Bob Biaggi, Marty McHale, and Barry Dysart, and Bob Arollo.
The Frosh Orientation Committee spends all summer deciding how to incite riots
among the incoming freshmen.
Women's Executive Council
The Executive Women's
Council forms a go-between
for women students and stu-
dent government.
Left to right: Sue Casey, Susan
Hopper, and Barbara Boehfer.
Student Union Committee
The Student Union Committee has the interesting task of investigat-
ing all aspects of the center to insure its most effective use. This
year, it has gathered student opinion on all aspects of the union,
and with the results, has worked with the administration to gain
many improvements regarding the recreational facilities. The most
dramatic achievement of these students was convincing the ad-
ministration of the need for a new food service. Through their
efforts, the dream has now become a reality!
Left to right: Tim Firnstahl, Ron Brutocoo, Ken Callahan, Kathy Grace, Jody Berscheldt, Rick McKonnoy,
Mike Ronohan, Bill Eichenberg, and George Gale.
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Front, L to R: Margaret Slattery, Jim
Carter, Betsy Ross. Back: Burman Skrable,
Charles Masa, Tom Hynes. Center: John
Kappenberger, Julie Wiedel, Jim Felony,
Corliss Fisher, Tom McPartland.
CHECK CASHING SERVICES
The Check Cashing Service was started this year in answer to increased student
demand. It operates in conjunction with the Student Loan to provide complete
financial services to students.
L to R: Sharon Groom, Donna Medley, Linda Schafbuch, Sue Groom, and Bob Bunje.
Student Directory Foreign Studies Committee
The Student Directory Com-
mittee, under administrative
talents of Gail Snowgrass,
aggressively took on its task
of compiling student names,
addresses, and telephone
numbers. Their job this year
v/as more than doubled. To
an increase in students was
added a middle-of-the-year
move which called for a
supplementary directory.
I to R: Christine Lautze, Gail Snowgrass,
Judy Fitzgerald.
Living in a foreign country,
learning another language,
meeting new people, and
seeing the historical and
cultural highlights of Europe
is a rewarding and broad-
ening experience never to
be forgotten. The Foreign
Studies Committee has
sought to better acquaint
Santa Clara students with
the prospects of study in
this unique environment.
Standing, L to R: Frank Flaim,
Irish Cecil, Thad Waterbury, Chair-
man, Carolyn Wood, Sherry Ford,
Carol Cocconi. Seated, I to R: Joan
Stephens, Carolyn Moore, Julie
Wiedel, Reno Sullivan, Sally For-
nasero, Susie Pruyn.
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Frosh Advisory Board
Left to right:
Kevin King, Pat
Pepin, Bill
Eichenberg, Pete
Sullivan, and
Dave Murphy.
Organized for the purpose of counselling freshmen, the Frosh Advisory Board
establishes personal contact between freshmen and seniors. In so doing, it helps
the frosh familiarize themselves to life at the "U".
Student Loan Committee
The Student Loan
Committee has been kept
busy this year expanding
its services to meet
increasing student demand
for "the root of all evil".
left to right: Fran Van De
Maele, Chuck Carey, and
Rosemary Munson.
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¥ Summer Program
Last summer a large num-
ber of students individually
sponsored casual gatherings
between incoming freshmen
and Santa Clara students
for the purpose of introduc-
ing the freshmen to life at
S.C.U. As part of Bill
Jaeger's "extension pro-
gram" this new policy prov-
ed to be very successful.
Front (Left to right) : Peggy Sago-
lewicz, Kevin King, Al DeSerpa,
Gory Swanson, Billie Lambert,
Mike Kalberer, and Michele
Clerou. Back (Left to right): Pete
Sullivan, Mike Ziemann, Ron Sera,
Mary O'Brien, Sharon Groom, and
Chuck Carey.
News Committee
The News Committee con-
trols all A.S.U.S.C. public
relations work with news-
papers and other media. In-
formation for the press is
gathered and prepared for
release by Mary Ellen
Novacovich and her staff.
Around Fight (left to right):
Winne Ho, Trudy McColloch, Mary
Ellen Novacovich, Bob Dondero,
and Joanne Petersen. In Fight
(left to right) : Bob Sestero, Mike
Martinson and Rick McKannay. On
ground: Greg Koler.
RALLY
Pfi
COMMITTEE
'hairman Juan Arrache
Chairman, Juan ^rrache, Fred Donati, Luciann fsposito, Wally Cannady, Reginald Malomo, Paul Paris, Odette Taranto, Dave
Sousa, Paulo Frazier, Sue Daly, Mike Roggero, John O'Keefe, Pete Basso, Bill Sanchez, Dick Cabeza.
Kennedy, George Marinelli, Henry Demmert, Joe Scalmanini, George
Homecoming Committee
From L. to R.: Pot Corr, Bruce Devine, Phil Connon, Henry Demmerl, Mary Dugas, Joonn Sanfllippo,
Chuck Carry, Odette Taranto, Mike Flood, Fred Donati.
Eager to entertain the Alumni with an unforgettable Homecoming, Mike Flood and
the Homecoming Committee arranged a large program of activities. The list included
the election of the Queen, a parade with floats and antique cars, street dance and
the Homecoming Ball. Fine student participation demonstrated to the Alumni that
Santa Clara's famous spirit is still alive.
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Student
Court
Student Court is based on
the belief that the student
community is able to deal
with the problems of stu-
dent discipline in an effec-
tive and reasonable man-
ner. Composed of one chief
justice and five associate
justices, the Court acts as a
means by which students
express responsible opinions
on matters pertaining to stu-
dent discipline.
Front (left to right): Tom Louer, Burman Skroble, Tom Reilly (Chief Justice), Brian Servoflus, and
Ken Ruffing. Back (left to right): John Yonts, Bob Burke, and Tom Bender.
Left to right:
Ken Ruffing, Bob
Eadington, Tony
Dorse, Walt
Coppenrath,
Paul O'Hara,
Terry Lyons,
and Francine
Medeiros.
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Attorney-General, Tom Lauer and staff member, Dennis McCauley. This office carries the responsibility
of enforcing the regulations of the student body. The Attorney-General represents the ASUSC in all
matters coming before the court.
.J^*-
Court Recorders: Dave Bigger and Bob Dondero.
Lauer and Ruffing don't always disagree.
The Court Recorder is respon-
sible for maintaining the of-
ficial court records of all pro-
ceedings before the court,
including testimony, deposi-
tions, and decisions.
The office of Chief Defense
Council carries the responsibil-
ity of insuring that every per-
son brought before the Court
has access to able, well-
trained defense council cap-
able of presenting in a reason-
able and cogent manner the
case of the defendant.
Problems Committee
Left to right: Tom McGourin, Felix Bodenfude, Barry Hort, Ron Whitcanack, Allana Malloy, Pat
Carter, Mike Soules, Rick McKannay, Joe Jaconi (Chairman), Ron Brutocoo, and John O'Keefe.
Composed of representatives elected by every college, class and dormitory, the
student Senate is the focal point of campus opinion. It conducts research on student
problems, proposes constructive solutions, and passes laws to effect them.
Divided into five committees—Problems, Social, Finance, Dormitory, and Recognition
—senators are better able to concentrate on specialized areas of student life.
Flexibility and far-reaching authority enhance the effectiveness of this second
branch of student government.
no
Senate Social Committee
(Chairman Odette Taranto)
Left to rigtit: Larry BIggam, Mike Kalberer, Odette Toronto, ond Steve Dombrink.
Dormitory
Committee
(Chairman George Conody)
Top (left to right) : Mary McBride, Fred Donoti, Linda Schafbuch, and Pete Sullivan. Botton
(Left to right): George Connody, Sherry Compbell, and Lorry Tomossini.
Recognition
Committee
(Chairman Pefe Sullivan)
Left to right: Don Gomes, Gil Bernabe, Bob Fogerty, and Craig Needham.
(Chairman Mike Zlemanj Finance Committee
i
Left to right: Tom Asfrella, Mike Ziemonn, Pat Sutherlen, Tim Regan, and Blaise Dillon.
OFFICERS OF THE SANTA CLARA ALUMNI ASSN.
(L-R) Leo W. Ruth, Jr. '38, 2nd Vice Pres.
Joseph T. Nolly, '50 President
Vol Molkenbuhr, Jr. '48, 1st. Vice Pres.
Rev. Louis I. Bannan, S.J., Dir. of Alumni
Relations,
Joseph C. Tobin '40, Executive Director.
Alumni
Assodotion
GOLDEN JUBILARIANS HONORED BY THE UNIVERSITY
(L-R) Albert G. Motsch '14,
Very Rev. Patrick Donohoe, S.J., Santo Cloro's
President
George L. Sullivan '14, Dean Emeritus, School
of Engineering
Former Santa Clara athletes honor Hall of Famer. At a
testimoniol dinner in Los Angeles, C. M. "Cos" Castruccio
'13, member of the Santo Clara Hall of Fame wos hon-
ored by former Sonto Clara othletes v/hom he was
instrumental in influencing to attend the University. From
left to right: Paul Conn '50, John Hock '50, Dr. John
G. Thom '40, Dr. Daniel C. Willis '42, Richard Bauer
'49, Mark Bulier '52, Michael Adzo '50 and Jerry
Hennessy '50.
New members of the Santo Cloro Holl of Fame were inducted during ceremonies
at the Homecoming game between Sonta Clara and Colorado College, October 24,
1964. From left to right: Bruce Hole '41, Jock Gough '31, Guido Simoni '30, Judge
Augustin Donovan '09, Rudolph J. Scholz '18, C. M. "Cos" Castruccio '13, Mrs. Al
Terremere, widow of Al Terremere '30 ond Alyn Beols '43. Scholz wos the only
Santa Cloron to ever appear in two Olympic games
—
1920 and 1924, American
teams.
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Stride into the new year.
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BRONCOS WIN SEVEN
The 1965 Santa Clara football team finished the
season with a 7-2 mark and set 1 1 records. The
Broncos' season was the fifth best in the school's
history, and the best since resuming football in 1959.
The top mark was on defense when the Broncos
held their opponents to an average of 73.9 yards a
game on the ground. Two outstanding single-game
defensive marks were; fewest number of yards gained
passing, 1 yard, Chico State College, October 3,
1964, and least number of yards gained rushing, 3
yards net, U.C. Santa Barbara, October 31, 1964.
Santa Clara's defense, led by Little All-American
Butch Pastorini, limited the nine opponents to only
83 points for a 9.3 average per game. The most im-
pressive win of the season was the 14-7 upset victory
over University of Pacific at Stockton.
1st Row, L to R: Mgr. Dan Coputo, Ray Calcagno, Gary Filizetti, Ed
Steinert, Bob Miranda, Terry Ennis, Dick Kliem, Bow Rodgers, Roger
Ruth, Lee French, Terry Strain, Sandy Ingersoll. 2nd Row: Trainer Henry
Schmidt, Greg Kolar, Pat Rogers, Bill Kugler, Rich Harvey, Butch
Pastorini, Paul Giacolone, Dave Feeney, Rick Graf, Mike Shea, 3rd Row:
Mike Guerra, Don Berchtold, Tom Fanoe, Mike Doherty, Joe Wilson,
DROP TWO
Individually, freshman quarterback Ray Calcagno set
two new aerial records and tied another. His 15
touchdown passes this year was a new mark, eclips-
ing his brother, Ron's, former record of 1 1 in 1962.
Ray completed 65 passes in 136 attempts for 1,085
yards. Bob Miranda, the team's Little All-Coast back,
totaled 544 net yards rushing in 107 attempts for
a 4.8 yard average. Pat Rogers punted 36 times for
1,221 yards and a 33.9 yard average. End Cliff
Gamble, top pass receiver, had 22 receptions for
382 yards and 7 touchdowns.
Coaches Malley and McPherson are looking forward
to another excellent season in 1965. Their expecta-
tions are based on an undefeated frosh season and
the loss of only six seniors from the 1964 varsity
squad.
SCU Coaching Staff: Slonding, Assistant coaches Ron Modeste,
John Pasco, Al Codena. Kneeling, Head coach Pat Malley,
Line coach Bill McPherson.
ill Brennan, Cliff Gamble, Bob LoMonte, George Morton, George
Vilferf, Forrest Bannan, J. P. O'Neill, Equipment Mgr. Jock Norton,
op Row: Line Coach Bill McPherson, Mike Martinson, Ron Flynn, Ed
Rex, Tony Orlondini, Tom Kennedy, Jim Sitter, Jim Worthmon, Fred
DeFuniae, Jim Lanza, John Filice, John Guheen, Head Coach Pat Malley.
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SEASON RECORD
scu OPP
12 UC, at Davis
Sacramento St. 14
45 Chico St. 6
7 San Francisco St. 19
43 Univ. of Nevada 20
42 Colorado College
21 UC, at Santa Barbara
14 Univ. of Pacific 6
28 Arizona St. College 18
83
Team captains Bill Kugler and Pat
PAT MALLEY, a 1953 University of Santa Clara
graduate, will begin his seventh year as head
Bronco football coach this September. He played
guard on the 1950-52 Santa Clara teams before
suffering an injury in his final year, at which time
he was appointed freshman coach. While serving
in the United States Army, Mr. Malley furthered his
coaching career by compiling a 20-3 record with
outstanding service teams, in 1956 he became
head varsity football coach at St. Ignatius High
School, San Francisco. During his three years at
St. Ignatius, his teams won the city championship
twice. His brief prep record was 20-7-2.
When in 1959 Santa Clara again took to the grid-
iron, the administration pointed to Malley as head
coach. Playing a limited program in the initial
1959 season, his Broncos had a 4-1 record. In-
cluding this year's excellent 7-2 record, Mr. Mal-
ley's overall Santa Clara coaching record is 26-18.
In 1963, when his team had a fine 6-3 record,
Mr. Malley was accorded Northern California
"Coach of the Year" honors. He puts the accent
on passing and a strong blocking game, while
balancing the attack with effective running. Pat
Malley's teams have the reputation of providing
exciting spectator football.
TEAM STATISTICS
1st Downs
Rushing Plays
Yards Gained
Pass Attempts
Completed
Yards Gained
Total Off. Plays
Total Net Yards
Average Per Game
scu OPP
131 99
392 322
1767 995
147 176
70 81
1144 1094
539 498
2633 1759
292.6 195.4
jgers win the toss at the Homecoming gome.
Bill McPherson graduated from Santa Clara in
1954, having played football and baseball at the
University. Shortly there-after, he became varsity
line coach at Bellarmine College Preparatory in
San Jose. Bellarmine teams were annual cham-
pions in the Catholic Athletic League and were
always high in the Northern California rankings.
With the stepped-up football program, Mr. Mc-
Pherson came to Santa Clara in 1963 as line
coach. Added to his work as the assistant varsity
football coach, Mr. McPherson has taken over as
Freshman baseball coach at Santa Clara. In his
first two years here, the Bronco footballers have
compiled a 13-5 record. Since his arrival. Bronco
line play has become an outstanding part of Santa
Clara football.
Thank God we don't give scholarships!!!
Tom Kennedy Sophomore Full-
back from San Francisco gained
329 yards for the Broncos this
year.
^
Jim Lanza clears the way for Bow Rodgers against Nevada.
Cliff takes a "Gamble'
Senior Ron Flynn, a defensive halfback
from La Canada.
J. P. O'Neill pulls one in for '6'.
Junior Bob Miranda Little All Coast
Back totaled 544 yards rushing in
1964.
Senior Co-coptain Pot Rogers a 200 lb. center and
defensive end was also the team top punter..
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J Junior guard Lou "Butch" Pastorini—Little AllAmerican from Sonora.
Senior John Filice from San Jose is one of Santa
Clara's strongest tackles.
/
Senior Bill Brennan, a hard-hitting Bronco hails
from Santa Ana.
4 Trainer Henry Schmidt.
Co-Captain Bill Kugler, 190 pound guard from
Atherton.
Frosh guard Greg Koiar is a promising
young Bronco.
Senior Fred DeFuniak, 240 pound tackle from San Francisco.
Frosh Quarterback Ray Calcagno set two new passing
records in 1964.
«
Sophomore Gary Filizetti averaged 4.5 yards per
carry. •
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Sophomore halfback Bow Rodgers
led the team with 5.7 yards per
carry.
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131 Sophomore end Cliff Gam-
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ble pulled in 22 passes for
7TD's.
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BRONCOS ROMP
SPARTAN RIVA
83 - 65
OUTSTANDING VARSITY PLAYERS
Top—Sophomores, Leo Steidlmayer, Larry Dunlap, and
Bob Stuckey.
Lower left—Co-Captain, Eric Paulson.
Lower right—Mike Gervosoni.
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Varsity Basketball
Dick Garibaldi, now head varsity basketball coach, was,
not long ago, playing for the Broncos. In '56-'57, his senior
year, he was an all-WCAC performer. In 1952 he led Santa
Clara to the NCAA championships with a last-second basket
which gave the Broncos a quarter-finals over Wyoming.
Completing his third year in the WCAC coaching ranks.
Garibaldi took over the Bronco varsity when Bob Feerick
left Santa Clara to coach the San Francisco Warriors.
Carroll Williams, head Frosh coach and assistant varsity
coach, was a former Spartan star and still holds several
San Jose State College and WCAC scoring marks. Williams
came to Santa Clara two years ago from Blackford High
School where he tutored the varsity quintet.
As a coincidence, Garibaldi and Williams both attended the
same high school in Stockton during the same era.
Left to Right, 1st Row: Walt Cardinet (G), Mike Gervasoni
(G), Eric Paulson (G), Rod Bruck (G). 2nd Row: Barry
Hart (Mgr.), Bob Stuckey (F), Bruce Asch (F), John Turner
(C), Rich Levitt (C), Larry Dunlap (C), Henry Schmidt
(Head Trainer). 3rd Row: Carroll Williams (Asst. Coach),
Mike Dooling (G), Terry Porter (C), Bruce Bassetti (F),
Leo Steidlmayer (F), Tom Bender (F), Head Coach, Dick
Garibaldi.
Broncos finished season with
9 wins and 5 losses in WCAC play
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SCORES OF 1965 WCAC GAMES
scu OPPONENT SCORE
69 UC-Santa Barbara 58
83 San Jose State 65
80 St. Mary's 62
62 UOP 64
85 Loyola University 76
84 Pepperdine 75
62 San Jose State 65
63 UC-Santa Barbara 66
68 USF 90
17 USF 89
67 St. Mary's 66
88 UOP 87
79 Loyola University 76
104 Pepperdine 94

scu . . .
travels to
the Southland
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First
and
Foremost
Fr. James E. Sweefers, S. J.
Athletic Director
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Broncos
over
Pepperdine
104-94
Good News
for
Santa Ciarans
Af
Home
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Frosh Basketball
Coach Carroll William's frosh basketball team closed out the
most successful yearling cage season in the school's history,
compiling a 20-1 record. The final SCU mark eclipsed the
old record of 20-2 set under present head varsity coach
Dick Garibaldi in 1960-61.
The only frosh loss was a 79-61 setback to USF frosh. How-
ever, the loss was later avenged in a 50-41 SCU home
victory.
The team received added recognition with the naming of
Bob Spence and Bob Heaney to the all Northern California
Freshman first team. SCU was the only Bay Area school to
place two athletes on the first team.
According to final SCU frosh basketball statistics, Williams
team was led by five players who scored in double figures.
They are guard and forward Bob Spence, who wound up
as scoring champion with 335 points in all 21 games for
a 15.9 average; forward Bob Heaney, 310 points for a 14.7
mark; center Chris Dempsey, 230 points for a 10.9 average;
forward Ron Lone, 219 points for a 10.4 mark; and forward
Bud Ogden who had 148 points for a 10.5 overage in
14 games.
The frosh team, which three times scored over 100 points
the past season, averaged 82.1 points per game. They were
undefeated at home, winning all 14 games including a
double overtime 101-98 triumph over a star-studded Santa
Clara Alumni team.
SEASON SCORES
SCU OPPONENT SCORE SCU OPPONENT
78 Stanford 54 97 St. Mary's
107 SF State 59 78 UOP
93 San Jose State 67 76 Cal Berkeley
109 Moffet Field 54 88 Hamilton AFB
81 San Jose State 61 101 SCU Alumni
84 Monterey College 55 75 San Jose State
71 Menio College 66 50 USF
85 Cal-State Hayward 65 83 St. Mary's
61 USF 79 76 UOP
94 Cabrillo College 58 74 Cal Berkeley
64 Stanford 57
SCORE
88
59
57
66
98
63
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53
69
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Varsity Baseball
The hard-hitting varsity baseball team established two new
CIBA batting marks along the route to compiling a final
29-11 overall record. After a slow start, the Bronco base-
bailers made a great comeback and missed capturing the
CIBA title by one victory. Coach Taormina's ball players
showed fine balance with a .305 in CIBA play, and earned
217 base hits snapping the old record of 202 set by USC
in 1958. The Broncos 27 homeruns in league play was also
a new high, breaking the old standard of 20 set in 1955.
Individually, three Santa Clara players set new league marks
in helping their team to a final 11-9. Sophomores, Al Gal-
lagher and Ray Henningson, led the hitters; Gallagher with
a .407 average, and Henningson with 10 homeruns. Rich
Robertson set a new CIBA seasonal strikeout record with 76
strikeouts. A junior from Napa, Robertson was the Broncos
big winner of the overall season with a 1 1 -5 record. Trailing
Robertson in Bronco pitching were sophomore, Gary Shara
(3-1 ), and junior, Dave Squellati (3-2).
Despite injuries to the pitching staff, the Bronco bats kept
Santa Clara among the top contenders right up to the last
week of play. Seven SCU players turned in batting averages
over 300. Coach Taormina is very optimistic about the com-
ing season as the Broncos lose only three seniors.
This year Sal Taormina finished his first season as varsity
baseball coach at Santa Clara. He succeeded John (Paddy)
Cottrell who was unable to return in November due to
illness.
Taormina, before going into professional baseball, attended
San Jose State College. At the age of 42 he has 21 years
of pro-ball experience, including stints with the Seals,
Tacoma (both as player and coach), Bakersfield, San Jose,
and Charleston. While with the SF Seals in 1956 he was ac-
claimed the most popular player by the team's fans. He was
also a member of the Seal's 1957 pennant-winning club.
His most recent contact with pro-ball was as manager for
Fresno of the California League in 1961-62.
In his playing days, Sal was known as one of the hardest-
working ball players in the game. He coaches according to
a players ability, and states explicitly that, "I like the hitting
and running type of game."
Mr. Taormina now lives in San Jose with his wife and four
children where, before his appointment at Santa Clara, he
worked as public relations representative with a San Jose
firm.
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BRONCO SPIRIT-MAKERS
Jack Hangauer (junior), Blair Weimer (sophomore), Paul Paris (senior), Phil
Wilson (senior), not pictured Pat Carr (junior).

*.
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MINOR,
Sanfa Clara Water Polo
Left to right: Bob Buque, David Schumann, Tom Astrella, Stephen Lucas, Bob
Corrigan, Bill Yamaki, George Fry, Bill Van Loon, and Greg Quintana.
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Volley Ball
A new intercollegiate sport
added this year to Santa Clara's
growing Athletic Department
McEnery, Nasser, Morici, Wilson, Rood, Paris, Hichey.
Varsity
Wrestling
Above in the down position are co-captoins Larry Palla
(147 lbs.) and Bob Ernst (167 lbs.) with Ass't Coach,
Chuck Allred and Head Coach, Joe Stein. Larry and Bob,
along with Brian Barr (123 lbs.), standing, represented SC
in the PCIW Tournament.
Front Row, I. to r..- Mike Roggero, Brian Barr, George McNealy, Larry Palla, Pete
Sullivan. Back Row: Tom McGourin, Bill Home, Al Ludwig, Phil Walther, Bob Ernst,
Ron Keil, Mike Shrupp, and coaches, Chuck Allred and Joe Stein.
At Right Ron Keil "muscles up'
an exhausted Spartan.
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Rifle Team
Front Row, I. to r.: Dodobara, Barbara, Vega, Cribari, Renaud, Philips, and
Ambrosi. Bock Row: Gutierrez, Sontich, Berger, Rutemoeller, Christiani, Brady.
Track
Team
Fanoe, Cardinal, Skinner, Swartz, Prusinouski, Drake (coach), Tienson, O'Toole,
Scalmanini.
SANTA CLARA
ROWING ASSOCIATION'S
CREW
Coaches Mark Pisano and Charles Wynn check over racing shell with oar
man, Tom McGurk.
imk
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Coaches: Mark Pisano and Charles Wynn. On Ground: McGurk, Montgomery, San-
tich, Scott, Pasecky, Ruffing, Farwell, Paccassi, Steiner, Woodruff, Barry, McGurk.
On Stairs: Medeiros, Cumming, Jellich, Byrne, Loughman, Trione, Carter, Caputo,
Deluchi, Loose.
He has sacrificed many of the renowned
pleasures of college days. In the spring, at
least, his social life is non-existent. No one
on campus knows physical toil as he and his
teammates do. Often his object is to drive
himself beyond the known limits of his en-
durance. He receives few tangible rewards,
but finds others.
He accepts and enjoys the anonymity inher-
ent in his way of life. He claims moments of
pleasure beyond those attainable in other
sports and he believes what he is doing is
essentially better than what others do. He
likes belonging to an interdependent group.
In fact he is clannish, saying only those of
his kind can know the reason why — why
row?
He is an oarsman.
APRIL 24 SANTA CLARA, Lake Merrit Rowing Club
MAY 1 SANTA CLARA, Cal Berkeley first Frosh
MAY 15 SANTA CLARA, Orange Coast first Frosh, Stan-
ford first Frosh
172
Bronco
Rugby
1st Row: Fuchs, Gammicchia, Clark, Garvello, Pollock, Brito, Trombetta. 2nd Row:
Pollock, Madden, Dunkley, Marine!!!, Enos, Bahn, Giovennetti. 3rd Row: Barry,
Ghilotti, Frelier, Wirtliman, Moloney, Fox, Burns.
After a season which saw the Broncos
improve greatly during the second half
to finish with a 6-8-2 record, the team has
great hopes for the 1966 season. Coached
by Ed Barrey and Chuck Lyons, the team
beat such schools as St. Mary's, Cal Davis,
and Cal State. Losing only two starters,
the 1966 Bronco Ruggers will be led by
senior scrum-half George Marinelli, sen-
iors John Burns, James Dunckley, Byron
Roberts, and Joe Clark. In the coming
season the Broncos will enter a team both
in the "A" and "B" divisions of the North-
ern California Rugby Union. This year the
teams will be facing some of the best
schools on the West Coast.
The Gentleman's Sport
IA New Library . . .
174
witness to
our pursuit of
. . . study.
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Captain Glasson
Major Ventura
Colonel Robert A. O'Brien
Professor of Military Science
Captain Cini
Captain Garcia
M/Sgt. Gardner M/Sgt. Goodman
BRIGADE STAFF: Ron Flynn, Ed Jelich, Bill Jaeger, Richard De Serpa, Chuck Blay.
FIRST BATTALION: Nickolcs Dibioso, Bruce Devine, Horry Miller, George Gale,
Tnrtmnc rarrrtrt
SECOND BATTALION: Gilbert Bernabe,
McGurk, Richard Gibbons.
}First row: Miller, Kennedy, Medeiros, Pollock, Cannon, Tilbury, Wil-
son, McGurk. Second Row: O'Keefe, Correa, Boyle, Eichenberg,
Fedeli, Lilley, Weitz. Third Row: Carey, Gale, Johnson, Bernabe,
Devine, Brennan, Sousa.
SENIOR . . .
illiam Prick, Frederick Lentz, Thomas
THIRD BATTALION: Robert Burke, Thomas Swartz, Charles Carey, Gary Santoni,
Arthur Wilson.
. . .
OFFICERS
First Row: Robertson, Schneider, Flynn, Blay, Di Leonardo, Ferrari,
Arrachi, Flood. Second Row: De Vita, Lentz, Nikolashin, De Serpa,
Swartz, Burke, Santoni, Firnstahl. Third Row: Carter, Pambianco,
Gisia, Chang, Jelich, Frick, Gibbons, Dibiaso, Lau.
DRILL TEAM
^'^ - » *'-|'j^inrY*"'''*»:
BAND: Antoni, Astrella, Austin, Bonasera, Bottini, Brito, Campbell, Clark, Ford,
Garrity, Harrison, Hartley, Henker, Hernandez, Kelly, Krueger, Larson, Mann,
Mascovich, McLaughlin, Noya, Ramirez, Reichman, Schweickert, Shimmin, Silva,
Viano, Wargo, Winters, Wolthuis, Yco.
n
Zotter, Cardinal, Pardini, Coelho, Burns,
Moeck, Rust, Daly, Hanley, Paris, Mc-
Cormick, Cumming.
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First Row: Devine, Frick, Buchner, Flores, Rinset, Regan, Yonts,
Gomes, York, Taormina, Firnstohl, Carter. Second Row: Gisia,
Coveny, Ziemann, Greeve, Murphy, Sousa, De Serpa, Witcanack,
Flynn, Jaeger, De Gasparis. SCABBARD
,.1^ w^--
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DISTINGUISHED MILITARY STUDENTS: First Row: Ruth, Frick, GisIa, Robertson,
Miller, Flynn, Dibiaso. Second Row: Jaeger, Bernabe, Burke, Schneider, De Serpa,
Jelich.
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First Row: Carey, Miller, Medeiros, Swartz, Jelich, Blay, Kellogg,
Charkins, Bibiaso, Lau. Second Row: Morf, Robertson, Ruth, Ber-
nabe, Scheider, Burke, Sullivan, Kubota, D'Amico, Henker, Arrache.
PERSHING RIFLES: Schneider, Paschoal, Epperson, Pluma, Hayes, Kellogg, Archer,
Branson, Campello, Colvin, Cronin, Leininger, Mahoney, McKannay, Naumes,
Podielski, Poitevin, Richey, Rosingana, Ross, Shara, Wilkinson, De Gesara, Flannery,'
Garassino, Giovannetti, Johnson, Martin, Molloy, Ormenyi, Ould, Rosselli, Sekins'
Swain, Walsh, Wolyn, Zent.
Front to Back, First Row: Charkins, York, McCarthy, Brandt,
Grasham, Brown, Regan. Second Row: Carey, Caserta,
Pluma, Gomes, Johnson, Lucchesi, O'Looney. Third Row:
Duffy, Morf, Hangauer, Hayes, Eisele, Ford, Kellogg. Fourth
Row: Buchner, Dubost, Martin, Rinset, Quilici, Farwell,
Ziemann. Fifth Row: Taormina, Yonts, Flores, Chunn, D'Amico,
Sullivan, Cummings. Sixth Row: Dowling, Tout, Soren,
Murphy, Scheid. Seventh Row: Figone, Brutacao, Mraz,
Jauregui, Byers. Eighth Row: Parana, Kubota, Greeve, De-
Gasparis, Whitcanack, Clark. Ninth Row: Henker, Pisano,
Lyons, Coveney, Pavisha, McCoy.
JUNIOR OFFICERS
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Intense moments
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a release
ofpent-up emotions
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rhythm
Red Hat Band.
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Annette Bacilo
Michael Bonasera
Camille Bonfilio
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President Craig Needham
Secretary Susie Lange
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Sgt.-at-Arms Tom Hogan
Vice President Blaise Dillon
Treasurer Rick Harrison
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niel Cahalan
Frank Ceta,
1Jan Cfiar
Del
Vicky Deck
Lee Del Grari
Donaf
Douglas Demr
Deanna Devlin
Maureen Dolan
Jonathan Dickenson
Josepnl
4lk
Mark
John Hornberger
John Di Muro
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wichard Jordan
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Larry Klose
Richard^^|nstone
Michael Kenne
Rohndai
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Fitz^
Willie
John Knappenberger Nancy Korpi
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Edv
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Kaaa McDonald
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Stephen
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George, Morton
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lla Pilizzottai
Allan Preckel
V f
EdwcM
)ertftis Pofosky
urett Pullman
-hristine Ramos
Mary Ann Rezzonico
Mario Rodrigues
Susan Rivet Corol Robertson
Madeleine Saussotte
Richard Songey
William Sweeney Judy Swenson

josan Yakobovich
John Zent
A moment of reflection . . .
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Sunny days . . .
bring
forth
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J^h
Wayne Angel
Mike Ambrosi
Isabel Alcantara
A^
Tom Astrella
1^
Rod Austin
Dennis Balfe
Patricia Baas
Laura Arnold
Bruce Bassetti
Bruce Barton
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Forrest Bannan
Jane Barry
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Jan Bazzano
Randy Bauer
Caroln Boden-Steiner
Linda Bonnett
^ A
Mike Bradfield
Joan Brake
Joy Borgatello
TEllen Carr
Doug Coty
Helene Couture
Mary Creehon
Vice President
President Rod Austin 234
om Asfrella Treasurer Bill McCormick Sgf -at-Arms Joe Sca/man/n/
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Pamela Diebel
Jt%
Mike Dooling
Bob Dondero
Phil Dirickson
Jan DukesKat
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R^oger Eosley
Judy Elliot
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Laura Facchini
Jane Evans
Frank Filice
Dave Feeney

jsan Gorman
Cathy Grace
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Kathy Green
i^
Mike Hannin
?ichard Hendrickson
Geoff Greiveldinger
Libby Harrington
Suzette Henke
Elaine Grewe
Pedro Harris
Sarah Hennes
Susan Gray
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Chris Hackett
Carol Hammes
Howard Hayakawa
Dave Hernandez
Dave Hickey
Kathy Hopper
Susan Janelli
Pat Ireland
Joe Igelmund
Sandy Ingersoll
Russ Johnson
Jeff Kasmar
Beatrice Kase
Karyn Kambic
Ellen Jorganson
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Aryeh Korthamar
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Gladys Kreiling
George Kovacevich
Maureen Lynch
Ann Love
Susan McGinty
Cathy McGreevey
Gertrude McCulloch
Bill McCormick
John McCarthy
Marilyn McCullough ^^^
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/ Rick McKannay Tim McKeeman
Victoria Mcintosh
Theresa Mclnnis
Marty McHale
Tom McPartland
John Maher
F
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Mary Ellen Novacovich
Susan O'Hara
Marilyn Papagni
Dan Paris
£fm
Peter Poquet
Lynda Parise
Margaret Pasek
Rich Pedemont
^
Tony Orlondini
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Chuck Ortman
Rosemary Paumier
Sandy Pelletier
Joanne Peterson
Dick Peterson
Mike Perrin
Frank Peluso
Jane Porter
Mike Port
Joe Pollay
Smokey Quattrin
Ross Prusinouski
Gerry Prieto
Gary Pouliot
Diane Quenel
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Sylvia Quinn
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^ Rich Ramirez
Sharon Quist
Betsy Ryan
Pete Schneider
T
John Steiner
Doug Szyper
Jim Thiltgen
Louise Sutton
Lee Stenso
Mary Taylor
Jeanne Stephens
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Terry Strain
Rena Sullivan
Gerry Swanson
Michelle Sweeney
Susan Swenseid
Stu Taylor
Leslie Teeple
Ken Turner
Karen Thorland
Mike Tom
Larry Tomassini
dr^m
Dennis J. Wilkins
Licon Assoc.
John Valpreda *
Nancy Waters
Julie Wiedel
Anita Whalen
Blair Weimer
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The anticipation of
opening night . . .
painstaking attention
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Richard Balestri
Frank Balestrieril
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Douglas Barry
Kevin Barr
Joseph Biaselia
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President Don Gomes
Vice President Tim Regan
Treasurer Dan McCoy
Secretary Kathy Triplett
259
Sgt.-at-Arms Mike Hoffman

Michele Clerou
Frank Costanz
Kevin Coughlan
Kenneth Coveney
Kathleen Dunne
James Dunckley
Edward Dubost Lawrence Duffy

Terry Greeley
Philip Grasham
Thomas Grigliatti
Gerald Greeve
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Sharon Guskay
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Jack Hangauer
Franklin Gutierrez
Mary Hanlon
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Leon Huntting Jr.
Joan Leahy
Richard Levitt
Maureen Leary
Anne Lorenzi
Anthony Lizza
Robert Malcolm
Jean Mackie
Thomas Maulhardt
Mi
Patrick McCahill
Mary Jo McBrearty
John McArdle
Jessie Martori
Demerris Moon
Mary Neudorffer
n
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Richard Nichols

Edmund Rhein
Kathryn Sertich
Michael Shea
Patricia Talkington
Michael Taggart
Michael Ziemann
Michael York Benigno Zialcita
IN MEMORIAM
Edward J. Riordan, a quiet and amiable member of the Class of 1966, was killed in an automobile
accident on Saturday, April 24, while returning from a beach party in nearby Santa Cruz.
Ed, a civil engineering major, was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Riordan of Milbrae, California. He
was as proud of the University as it was of him. A week prior to the accident he had spoken to his
grandmother of Santa Clara, referring to it as "a second home."
It is sometimes difficult to see God's plan after such a tragedy as this, but because it is His will, it is
not ours to question.
Although Ed is gone from us, he will always be remembered by his classmates and friends as the fine
young Bronco that he was.
IN MEMORIAM
In another tragedy which numbed the hearts of all Santa
Clarans, Thomas Brogan, a junior student from Hollywood,
California, lost his life.
Tom was drowned while with the Bronco baseball team on
its summer schedule in Hawaii. He was caught by a riptide
and pulled out to sea where attempts at rescue by his
team mates were futile.
Tom was known by all as the great first-baseman for the
Broncos. But his talents were not confined to the baseball
diamond—he took an active part in ail areas of campus
life. His major was economics and his future plans called
for law school. Through the Sodality, a campus religious
organization, Tom had earned the respect of both students
and faculty for maintaining the highest qualities of leader-
ship.
Our hearts go out to the family of Tom Brogan, but they
must know that it is not their loss alone, but that of all
Santa Clarans.
sCf e»tT;^^*S
Tom Brogan in that familiar first base stretch that saved many a game for the
Broncos.
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A week of
frantic activity
ends
in the
rumble
of voting machines
. . . during tabulation
an agony ofsuspense
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William Jaeger
Nobili Medal
Thomas Lauer
Silver Medal
Nonresident Student
Thomas Reilly
Silver Medal
Resident Student
Award Winners
Brian Servatius
Valedictorian
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JAMES BOND ASSOCIATION
Aimed At Retaining, And If Need Be Returning, What is Santa Clara . .
The names remain unknown, but the faces will be well remembered by those who have helped, or
have been helped by its gallant members . . .
This clandestine association is founded on certain and innate principles. It is aimed
at retaining and, if need be returning, what is Santa Clara. On all fronts it has
smashed THAT element of dangerous student division and has kept the University
as one in goal.
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Strictly military???? 29
Tuna
Some guys are naturally garboge mouths.
It's a new dance from Denver!
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ANWAR Z. ABBU
BAGHDAD (IRAQ)
CIVIL ENGINEERING
B.S.C.E.
International Club, A.S.C.E. (1)
G. LAURENCE ABRAHAMSEN
BURLINGAME
HISTORY, B.A.
Charles Graham Club, Redwood,
Santa Clara, Intramurals, Rugby,
(2)
WILLIAM ALBANESE
SANTA CLARA
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.S.C.
B.A. A., Society for the Advancement
of Management. (3)
J. THOMAS AMOS
SAN JOSE
PRE-MED, B.S.
Mendel Club, International Club, Hand-
book Committee, Rifle Team, Ski Club.
(4)
ROBERT ANDERSON
SAN JOSE
HISTORY, B.A.
Intramurals, B.A. A., (5)
FRANK V. ANDREWS
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
BIOLOGY, B.S.
Charles Grahom Club, Santa Clara, Frosh
Orientation Committee, Italian Club,
Irish Club. (6)
PAUL AQUINO
QUEZON CITY, PHILIPPINES
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
B.S.E.E.
Engineering Society, I.E.E.E., Interna-
tional Club (7)
RON ARDISSONE
CROCKETT
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Finance Club, Italian Club, B.A. A., In-
tramurals. (8)
JUAN E. ARRACHE, JR.
LEONA VALLEY
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Kappa Zeta Phi, Charles Graham
Club, Scabbard & Blade, Rally Com-
mittee, Block Club. (9)
RICHARD ARZINO
SAN JOSE
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
Blackslone Society, Bowling Intra-
murals. (10)
BRUCE KEVIN ASCH
PALO ALTO
MARKETING, B.S.C.
Charles Graham Club, Varsity Bas-
ketball, Block Club, B.A. A., Men's
Glee Club. (11)
WILLIAM ATKINSON
SANTA CLARA
ENGLISH, B.A.
Day Students Association. (12)
FRED AVALLI
HOLLISTER
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
B.S.C.
Ctiorles Graham Club, Kappa Zetc
Phi. (13)
XAVIER G. BALDWIN
MONTEBELLO
BEE.
Engineering Society, I.E.E.E., Young
Republicans, International Club.
(M)
VERDA LOIS BAPTIST
HAYWARD
MARKETING, B.S.C.
B.A. A., Marketing Club, Rally Com-
mittee, S.A.M., S.W.S. (15)
DAVID BASSO
SAN FRANCISCO
PRE-DENT, B.S.
A.S.U.S.C. Lecture Series, Mendel
Society, Charles Graham Club, Kap-
pa Zeta Phi, Rally Committee. (16)
ROGER D. BATES
REDWOOD CITY
B.S.E.E.
I.E.E.E., Tau Beta Pi, (17)
PAT BECKMAN
SIOUX FALLS, SO. DAKOTA
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Kappa Zeta Phi, Charles Graham
Club, Blackstone Society, B.A. A.,
Intromurals. (18)
GILBERT A. BERNABE ROSS BERRY
SAN JOSE SAN JOSE
HISTORY, B.A. MANAGEMENT, B.S.C
Who's Who, Day Students Associa- Water Polo. (20)
tion, Senator, Young Democrats,
Distinguished Military Student (19)
LINDA BIBER IBMii>w-» ^m
WOODSIDE m^fit
HISTORY, B.A. ^ri
Young Republicans, International
Club, Basket Weaving. (21)
^*^J
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MARK BIHN
SAN JOSE
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Sodality, B.A.A., Finance, S.A.M., (00)
CHARLES BLAY
FREMONT
ECONOMICS, B.S.C.
Sodality, Blackstone Society, Redwood,
S.A.M., Scabbard & Blade, C.C.D. Di-
rector, L.A.F.'s Society. (22)
BARBARA BOEHLER
EL PASO
PRE-MED, B.S.
Mendel Society, Sodality (Women's
Prefect), Executive Women's Council.
(23)
ROBERT BOLIN
SAN BRUNO
B.S.E.E.
Tau Beta PI, Engineering Society, I.E.E.E.,'
Matt) Society. (24)
WILLIAM BORGERDING
SAN DIEGO
BIOLOGY, B.S.
(25)
MICHAEL BOTTINI
CROCKETT
B.S.E.E.
Intramurals, A.S.M.E., Ctiairman of Red
Hat Bond, Santa Clara. (26)
WILLIAM BOUCH
SAN JOSE
ENGLISH, B.A.
Rifle Team, Blackstone Society.
(27)
MARILYN BOYD
CARMICHAEL
SOCIOLOGY, B.A.
W.A.A., Ski Club, International Re-
lations Club, Redwood. (28)
MARTIN BOYLE
SAN FRANCISCO
CIVIL ENGINEERING, B.S.C.E.
(24)
JAMES BRADY
LOS GATOS
B.S.C.E.
Rifle Team, intramurals. Engineering So-
ciety, A.S.C.E., Handbook. (30)
JOHN BRENNAN
KINGSTON, JAMAICA
MARKETING, B.S.C.
Ski Club Vice-President, B.A.A.,
Marketing Club, International
Club, Finance Club. (31)
BILL BRENNAN
SANTA ANA
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
Varsity Football, Senate, Kappa
Zeta Phi, Charles Graham Club,
Who's Who. (32)
ROBERT BRICCA
SAN FRANCISCO
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
Water Polo, Charles Graham Club,
Delta Sigma Pi. (33)
JOHN BURDICK
SANTA CRUZ
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
J.J. Montgomery Club, C.T.C. President.
(35)
JIM BUNKER
OAKLAND
HISTORY, B.A.
Intromurals, Arts & Science Lecture Ser-
ies Vice-President, Santa Clara Editor,
Who's Who. (34)
ROBERT BURKE
SIERRA MADRE
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Senator, Kappa Zeta Phi, Charles Gra-
ham Club, Court Justice, Fellowship,
Intromurals, James Bond Associotion,
Who's Who, Distinguished Military Stu-
dent. (36)
OLGA BURZIO
SAN JOSE
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
Day Students Association. (37)
GARY BUTLER
EUREKA
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
(38)
MARY GRACE BYRNES
PALOS VERDES ESTATES
HISTORY, B.A.
Who's Who, S.W.S. President, Recogni
tion Committee, Irish Club. (39)
BOYD CAHILL
SAN RAFAEL
MARKETING, B.S.C.
Varsity Soccer Captain, Delta Sigma Pi
Vice-President, Charles Graham, Young
Republicans, Irish Club. (40)
ALICE EILEEN CALEK
RIVERSIDE, ILLINOIS
HISTORY, B.A.
Redwood, Sodality, A.S.U.S.C. Foreign
Studies Committee, Blockstone Society,
Ski Club. (41 )
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Sgt.-at-Arms William Terheyden
Vice President William A. Sanchez
KENNETH CALLAHAN
PALO ALTO
CHEMISTRY, B.S.
Election Committee, Who's Who, Ctiemi-
col Society President, Santa Clara Man-
aging Editor, Student Union Committee.
(42)
JOHN CALLEN
SAN FRANCISCO
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
Intramurols, Charles Graham Club, Deltc
Sigma Pi, Beta Gamma Sigma, Santc
Clara, Accounting Club President. (43)
JOSEPH CAMISA
SAN FRANCISCO
B.S.E.E.
Softball, I.E.E.E., Engineering
ciety. (44)
So-
GEORGE CANNADY
PALOS VERDES
HISTORY, B.A.
Intramurols, Rally Committee, Sen-
ator, Chairman of the Dormitory
Committee. (45)
PHILIP CANNON
SAN GABRIEL
HISTORY, B.A.
Intramurols, Homecoming Commit-
tee, Kappa Zeta Phi, Santa Clara,
Advanced R.O.T.C. (46)
JOHN CAPPELLETTI
LOS ALTOS
MANAGEMENT, B.S.C.
Intramurols, B.A. A., S.A.M., Day
Students Association. (47)
CHARLES CAREY
ENCINO
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Student loon Director, Homecom-
ing Committee, Kappa Zeta Phi,
Blockstone Society. (48)
STEVE CARLTON
REDOING
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.S.C.
Intramurols, Blockstone Society.
(49)
JAMES CARTER
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
PHYSICS, B.S.
Minor Sports, Symphony Committee
Chairman, Alpha Sigmo Nu, Lambda
Society. (50)
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PAT CARTER
SAN FRANCISCO
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
Senior Class President, Senator, Who's
Who, Scabbard & Blade, Advanced
R O.T.C., Social Committee Chairman.
(51)
CHRIS CASTENDYK
RUTLAND, MASS.
HISTORY, B.A.
Redwood, Intramurals, Clay M.
Greene. (52)
PHILIP C. CORREIA
PATTERSON
HISTORY, B.A.
Delta Sigma Pi. (54)
TERESA CHAPARRO
SAN FRANCISCO
SPANISH, B.A.
Freshman Advisory Board, Student
Directory, Student Loan, I.R.C.
(56)
CAROL JEAN COCCONI
SAN MATEO
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
Golf, Bowling, Committee for Eu-
ropean Studies. (58)
ALAN G. CORDANO
SACRAMENTO
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
Intramurals, Dean's Honor Roll,
Delta Sigma Pi, A.S.U.S.C. Lecture
Series, Frosh Advisory Committee.
(60)
PATRICIA M. CECIL
LOS ANGELES
PHILOSOPHY, B.A.
Clay M. Greene, Arcttaeologicol
and Historical Societies, Ptioenix,
European Studies Council, O.W.L.
(53)
STEVEN CHANG
HONOLULU, HAWAII
B.S.E.E.
Santa Clara, Redwood, Advanced
R.O.T.C, Hawaiian Club, A.I.E.E.
(55)
JOHN CLAYBORN
OAKLAND
HISTORY, B.A.
(57)
WILLIAM CONNOLLY
SAN CARLOS
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Varsity Basketball and Baseball,
Iristi Club, Blackstone Society,
Delta Sigma Phi, B.A. A. (59)
EARL CORREA
HONOLULU, HAWAII
B.S.C.E.
Intramurals, Ski Club, Hawaiian
Club President, Engineering So-
ciety, A.S.C.E. (61)
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DANIEL PATRICK DALEY
SANTA CLARA
MANAGEMENT, B.S.C.
ROBERT CORRIGAN
SEATTLE, WASH.
MANAGEMENT, B.S.C.
Water Polo Captain, All-Norttiern
California Water Polo Isl Team,
B.A.A., Iristi Club, Rally Commit-
tee. (62)
WILLIAM COSTELLO
LARKSPUR
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Football, Homecoming Committee,
Blackstone Society, Iristi Club,
Ctiarles Gratiam Club. (63)
EDWARD J. CREIGHTON
SAN FRANCISCO
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Intramurals, Football, S.A.M., Fi-
nance Club, Ctiarles Gratiam Club.
(64)
B.A. A., S.A.M., Dean's
Finance Club. (65)
Honor Roll,
SUSAN DALY
BAKERSFIELD
ENGLISH, B.A.
Who's Who, Senator, Election Committee,
Senate Constitution Committee, A.S.U.S.C.
Publicity Committee. (66)
LORRAINE ANNE
D'AMBRUOSO
SAN JOSE
FRENCH, B.A.
Day Students Association. (67)
BRENDA DAVIES
SAN JOSE
PSYCHOLOGY, B.A.
Day Students Association. (68)
HENRY G. DEMMERT
BURBANK
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Student Court Defense Attorney,
Woodrow Wilson Fellowstiip,
Kappa Zeta Ptii, Hawk, Santo
Clara, James Bond Assoc. (69)
RICHARD JAY DeSERPA
SALINAS
ECONOMICS, B.S.C.
Intramurals, Bowling, Advanced
R.O.T.C, Distinguished Military
Student. (70)
MICHAEL DETWEILER
SAN JOSE
CHEMISTRY, B.S.
(71)
BRUCE DEVINE
ALAMEDA
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Who's Who, A.S.U.S.C. Publicity Com-
mittee, Co-Chairman Homecoming Com-
mittee, Lincoln Foundation Fellowship
For Graduate Study in Public Finance,
James Bond Association. (72)
BARRY DeVITA
OAKLAND
FINANCE, B.S.C.
NICK DIBIASO
LOS BANOS
HISTORY, B.A.
amurals. Homecoming, Jazz Commit- Student Court, Advisory Committee,
,
Football, Machiavellian Society, Elec- Pershing Rifles, Scabbard & Blade, Alpha
> Committee. (73) Sigma Nu. (74)
DANIEL DICILLO
PORTLAND, OREGON
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.S.C.
{75)
DAVID DIGHERO
VALLEJO
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.S.C.
(76)
JOSEPH DiLEONARDO
SAN JOSE
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
Young Democrots President, Student
Handbook Committee, Sodality, C.I.C.,
Advanced R.O.T.C. {77)
STEVE DOMBRINK
SAN LEANDRO
HISTORY, B.A.
Senator, Intramurals, Dean's Honor Roll,
Kappa Zela Phi. (79)
KATHY DOHERTY
SAN JOSE
HISTORY, B.A.
(78)
FREDERICK A. DONATI
SANTA MARIA
ECONOMICS, B.S.
Senator, Chairman Homecoming
Committee, Kappa Zeta Phi, Dor-
mifory Committee, Intramurals.
(81)
ROBERT JOHN DOMPE
MENLO PARK
B.S.E.E.
Tou Beta Pi, Engineering Society, Math-
ematics Society, I.E.E.E. (80)
WILLIAM DORNEY
SAN FRANCISCO
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Publicity Committee, Homecoming Com-
mittee, Kappa Zeta Phi, Young Repub-
licans, S.A.M. (82)
JOHN DOUGHERTY
PALO ALTO
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.S.C.
(83)
RICHARD DOUGHERTY
PALO ALTO
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.S.C.
(84)
SUSAN DUFFIELD
NEWPORT BEACH
SOCIOLOGY, B.A.
CCD, WRA President, Sodality,
Who's Who, MACS. (85)
A^RY FRANCES DUGAS
LOS ANGELES
HISTORY, B.A.
Sodality, ASUSC Staff Co-ordina-
tor. Recruiting Committee, Dormi-
tory Committee. (86)
ROBERT J. EADINGTON
BREA
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Student Court Defense Committee, Young
Republicans, Forensics, Intramurals, OCS.
(87)
PAUL FRANCIS DYER
SAN MATEO
HISTORY, B.A.
Rally Committee, Santa Clara, Redwood, V\^|LLIAM EICHENBERG
Senior Class Secretary, Irish Club.
^^^ BERNARDINO
'
' HISTORY, B.A.
Frosh Advisory Committee, Student Union
Committee, Sodality, Lamdo Society, San-
to Clara, News Editor (89)
JAMES ELLICK
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
ENGLISH, B.A.
Rally Committee, Kappa Zeto Phi, Presi-
dent, OWL, Irish Club, Ski Club. (90)
LEMAN
ETTE
B.A.
mittee. Social
alify (94)
FRED F. FAIETA
FRESNO
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
Intramurals, Italian Club, Senior
Research Committee. (95)
TIMOTHY FIRNSTALL
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
B.S.C.
Chairman Student Union Commit-
tee, Glee Club, Lamda, Delta Sig-
ma Pi, Election Committee, Ad-
vanced ROTC. (97)
ROBERT FEERICK
SANTA CLARA
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.S.C.
(99)
DAVID FERNANDEZ
LA HABRA
PRE-MED, B.S.
Rally Committee, Mendel Society,
Kaypa Zeta Phi, Young Republi-
cans. (101)
PAUL PARIS
ENCINO
PSYCHOLOGY, B.A.
(103)
ERIC L. FARASYN
LOS ALTOS
HISTORY, B.A.
Varsity Wrestling, Blackstone So-
ciety, Irish Club, Block S.C. Club. (96)
NICHOLAS FEDELI
SAN RAFAEL
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
Intramurals, Senior Class Treasurer,
Advanced ROTC, SAM, (98)
ANDRES FELICIANO
SANTA CLARA
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.S.C.
(100)
BERNICE PHYLLIS FERRARA
SAN JOSE
HISTORY, B.A.
Day Students Association.
(102)
THOMAS A. FERRARI
SAN JOSE
HISTORY, B.A.
Young Democrats, Day Students
Association, Italian Club, Black-
stone Society, Advanced ROTC. (104)
KIRK FREDERICK
KAILUA, HAWAII
ENGLISH, B.A.
Clay M. Greene, Sanfa Clara, Red-
wood, Swimming. ( 1 05)
JUDY KAYSER FITZGERALD
SAN JOSE
ENGLISH, B.A.
Sodality, Frosh Orientation Commit-
tee, Student Directory. (106)
MICHAEL FLOOD
DENVER, COLORADO
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Football, Rugby, Who's Who, Rally
Committee, Charles Graham Club,
Sodality, ASUSC Corresponding Sec-
retary, James Bond Assoc. (107)
TERRY FLORIAN
SAN JOSE
MARKETING, B.S.C.
Football, Rugby, Redwood, Santo
Clara, BAA, SAM. (108)
RONALD FLYNN
LA CANADA
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Distinguished Military, Rally Com-
mittee, Football, Jazz Concert Com-
mittee. (109)
ROBERT FOGARTY
SAN FRANCISCO
B.S.E.E.
Who's Who, Senate, Engineering
Society President, Intramurals. ( 1 1 0)
ROBERT FOLEY
SAN JOSE
HISTORY, B.A.
Intramurals, Blackstone Society.
(HI)
THOMAS FOX
OAKLAND
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
Ski Club, Intramurals, Rugby.
(112)
FRED T. FRANZIA
RIPON
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Dean's Advisory Council, Football,
Santa Clara, SAM, Finance Club.
(1^3^
TERESA FRASER
BUFORD, COLORADO
ENGLISH, B.A. (114)
PAULA C. FRAZIER
OAKLAND
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
Rally Committee, SAM, BAA, Ski
Club. (115)
WILLIAM FRICK
FREMONT
HISTORY, B.A.
Distinguished Military Student,
Day Student Association, Scabbard
& Blade, Blackstone Society, Stu-
dent Handbook Committee. ( I 1 6)
GEORGE B. FRY III
PALO ALTO
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Ctiorles Graham, BAA, Block Club.
(117)
GEORGE GALE
CARMICHAEL
,
PHILOSOPHY, B.A.
Advanced ROTC, Santa Clara. (118)
LELIA GANEY
LOS ANGELES
SOCIOLOGY, B.A.
Sodality, Frosh Advisory Commit-
tee, International Club. (119)
RALPH GIANNINI
SANTA CLARA
HISTORY, B.A.
student Court, Senate, Young
Democrats, Blackstone Society. ( 1 20)
OCONNQR
RON GIANNINI
SAN FRANCISCO
MARKETING, B.S.C.
Blackstone Society, Rally Committee
Santa Clara, Intramurals, Finance Club
Research Committee. ( 1 2 1 )
7 RICHARD GIBBONS
SARATOGA
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
Election Committee, Irish Club, Ad-
vanced ROTC. (122)
JOHN GISLA
SAN MATEO
B.C.E.
Dean's List, Tou Beta Pi, Sodality
Blackstone Society, SAM. (123)
ROBERT GLOVER
SHERMAN OAKS
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Who's Who, Senate, ASUSC Treas-
urer, ASUSC Executive Vice-Presi-
dent, Kappa Zeta Phi, Sodality,
Santo Clara, Redwood, Lomda So-
ciety. (124)
FRANK GOMES
HAWI, HAWAII
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.S.C.
(125)
WILLIAM GRADY
SAN RAFAEL
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Blackstone, Delta Sigma Pi, Intra-
murals, Irish Club. (126)
RICHARD GRASSL
WATSONVILLE
MATH, B.S.
Math Society, Intramurals.
(127)
RICHARD GRAVES
MILL VALLEY
CHEMISTRY, B.S.
Chemistry Society, Archaeological Society
(128)
JOSEPH A. GULLA
SAN JOSE
SOCIOLOGY, B.A.
Day Students Association. (135)
JOHN GRIFFIN
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
PHYSICS, B.S.
Who's Who, RCA Science Scholor, Alpha
Sigma Nu PresicJent, Ryland Debater,
Foch Debater, Lamda Society, LAF 8 So-
ciety. (129) JANICE GRIPPI
NAPA
HISTORY, B.A.
Young Republicans, Redwood, Ski Club,
Arts & Science Association. ( 1 30)
SHARON GROOM
LOS ANGELES
SOCIOLOGY, B.A.
Redwood, Gross Currents, Young Demo-
crats, Clay M. Greene. (131)
HESSEIN HABIBZADEH
SANTA CLARA
ENGINEERING, B.S.E.
(133)
GARY M. GUARDING
SAN JOSE
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
(132)
STUART HALLIDAY
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS
HISTORY, B.A.
Movie Committee, OWL, Glee Club, Santo
Clara. (134)
R. TERRY HANDLEY
SOLEDAD
SPANISH, B.A.
Intramurals, Glee Club, Student Directory,
Lamda Society. ( 1 36)
KATHY HALLIGAN
SAN FRANCISCO
ENGLISH, B.A.
Young Republicans, Glee Club, OWL,
Clay M. Greene, Redwood. ( 1 37)
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CARL HANSEN
WATSONVILLE
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Football, Who's Who, Charles
Graham Club, SAM, Santa Clara,
Delta Sigma Pi, Freshman Class
President. (138)
RICHARD HAPPOLDT
STOCKTON
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.S.C.
(139)
CAROLINE HARTMANN
SAN CARLOS
ENGLISH, B.A.
Student Directory, CCD, Clay M.
Greene, Dean's List. (140)
JOHN HEWITT
SHERMAN OAKS
HISTORY, B.A.
Kappa Zeta Phi, Santa Clara,
OWL. (143)
ROBERT HEFFERNAN
SANTA CLARA
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.M.E.
(141)
MARTY HENDERSON
SACRAMENTO
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
Blackstone Society, Charles Gra-
ham Club, Inlramurals. ( 1 42 )
GEORGE HERRMANN
SARATOGA
PHYSICS, B.S.
Physics Society. ( 1 44)
CLAUDET HENDRICKSON
MOUNTAINVIEW
PSYCHOLOGY, B.A.
(145)
ANN HIGGINS
OXNARD
HISTORY, B.A.
(146)
PATRICE HILLS
LOS ALTOS
PHILOSOPHY, B.A.
Rally Committee, Day Students Associa-
tion, Clay M. Greene. (147)
ROBERT HOLDERNESS
ALHAMBRA
HISTORY, B.A.
ASUSC Defense Council, Blackstone Soci-
ety, Santa Clare. (148)
MARY KAY HORNYAK
SAN CARLOS
HISTORY, B.A.
(149)
SUSANN HURLEY
DENVER, COLORADO
SOCIOLOGY, B.A.
(150)
JOHN T. IVANCOVICH
CUPERTINO
B.C.E.
Young Republicans, Block Club,
Editor Santa Clara Engineer,
ASCE, Engineering Society. ( 151 )
WILLIAM JAEGER
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
Student Body President, Superior
Cadet, Scabbard & Blade, Kappa
Zeta Phi, Sodality, Ctiarles Gra-
ham Club, Advanced ROTC, Medal
of Santa Barbara, Nobili Medal,
Junior Class President, Distin-
guished Military Student. (152)
ADIB JAHSHAN
SANTA CLARA
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.M.E.
(153)
CHARLES JAMES
SAN JOSE
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Baseball, SAM, Blackstone Society,
Marketing Club. (154)
ROGER BAYNE JOHNSON
SAN LUIS OBISPO
HISTORY, B.A.
Inlramurals, Blackstone Society,
Young Republicans Club. (155)
JUNONA V. JONAS
SAN FRANCISCO
BIOLOGY, B.S.
Arts and Science Action Commit-
tee, Mendel Society, Redwood.
(156)
JODY JORDEN
SACRAMENTO
SOCIOLOGY, B.A.
(157)
JUDY JOYCE
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SOCIOLOGY, B.A.
Young Democrats, Inlramurals, Redwood,
WAA, Ski Club. (158)
ANNE JURIKA
MENLO PARK
FRENCH-ENGLISH, B.A.
(159)
PHILLIP K. KABUA
MAJURO, MARSHALL
ISLANDS, U.S. TRUST
TERRITORY, PACIFIC
ENGLISH, B.A.
Sanctuary Society, Blackstone So-
ciety, International Club, Wres-
tling. (160)
LEE ANNE KARNES
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
HISTORY, B.A.
(161)
GERARD A. KAZ
REDWOOD CITY
MANAGEMENT, B.S.C.
Finance Club, SAM, BAA, Day Stu-
dents Association. ( 1 62 )
TERRY KELLY
SAN CARLOS
HISTORY, B.A.
Young Democrats, Redwood, Rally
Committee, Irish Club, Frosh Ori-
entation Committee. (163)
PETER KENNEDY
SAN CARLOS
B.S.M.E.
Intramurals, Charles Graham Club,
Rally Committee, Cheerleader,
ASME, Kappa Zeta Phi, Advanced
ROTC. ( 1 65 )
LALLY KINEEN
TRACY
CHEMISTRY, B.S.
Sodollty, CIC, Redwood, Chem-
ical Society, Ski Club. (166)
ROBERT KLEIN
SAN JOSE
PRE-MED., B.S.
(171)
JAMES KERINS
NAPA
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Irish Club, Italian Club, Marketing
Club, BAA, Redwood, Internation-
al Students Club. ( 164)
ROBERT T. KITAHARA
LOS ANGELES
B.S.E.E.
Tau Beta Pi, IEEE, Intramurals,
Math Society, Engineering Society.
(170)
PATRICIA LEACH KOENIG
CRISTOBAL, CANAL ZONE
SOCIOLOGY, B.A.
Departmental Scholars Program,
International Students Club. (172)
CAROL KRAEMER
SAN MATEO
ENGLISH, B.A.
Sodality. (173)
STEPHEN S. LA BASH
RENO
BIOLOGY, B.S.
Sodality, Pershing Rifles, Mendel' Society,
Arts & Science, OWL. (174)
MARIANO N. LACHINA
BUFFALO, N.Y.
PSYCHOLOGY, B.A.
(175)
LAWRENCE LANCTOT
SAN FRANCISCO
HISTORY, B.A.
Santa Clara, Owl, Student Court Clerk,
International Club, Dean's Honor Roll
(176)
LAWRENCE S. K. LAU
HONOLULU, HAWAII
B.S.E.E.
Engineering Society, Santa Clara, Red-
wood, Scabbard and Blade, Advanced
ROTC, I.E.E.E., Owl. (177)
PATRICK LAUDER
ARCADIA
BIOLOGY, B.S.
Mendel Society, Glee Club, Pershing
Rifles, Intromurals. (178)
THOMAS LAUER
SANTA CLARA
HISTORY, B.A.
Attorney General of Student Court, Black-
stone Society, Debating Team, Dean's List,
Silver Medal. (179)
MICHAEL J. LEAKE
WOODLAND
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Santa Clara, Delta Sigma Pi, Charles
Graham Club, Irish Club, BAA. (180)
LESTER E. LEE
SAN MATEO
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Charles Graham, Blackstone, SAM, Fi-
nance Club, Intromurals. ( 1 8 1 )
FREDERICK J. LENTZ
PRESCOTT, ARIZONA
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
Young Republicans, Advanced ROTC,
Election Committee, Intromurals, Chair-
man Concert Committee, James Bond
Assoc. (182)
BARBARA LEY
PUEBLO, COLORADO
PSYCHOLOGY, B.A.
(183)
ROBERT LILLEY
LOMPOC
HISTORY, B.A.
Advanced ROTC, Redwood, Santa
Clara, Kappa Zeto Phi, Charlie Gra-
ham Club. (184)
JAMES LIZOTTE
SUMMIT, NEW JERSEY
MANAGEMENT, B.S.C.
JOHN LOCKE
ALAMEDA
ENGLISH, B.A.
BAA, Charles Graham Club, Young Charles Graham Club, Problems
Republicans, SAM, Irish Club, Black- Committee, Intromurals. ( 1 86)
stone Society. (185)
RONALD E. LOHBECK
SAN JOSE
MANAGEMENT, B.S.C.
BAA, SAM, Day Students Associa-
tion, Intromurals. ( I 87)
WOODROW LOMAS
OAKLAND
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.M.E.
(188)
TINA LOPEZ
BAKERSFIELD
HISTORY, B.A.
WRA, Ski Club.
(189)
DOUGLAS LU YM
PHILIPPINES
MANAGEMENT, B.S.C.
BAA, International Students Club,
Intromurals, Publicity Committee.
(190)
WILLIAM J. LUKE, JR.
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
ENGLISH, B.A.
Who's Who, Sodality, Santa Clara,
Elections Committee, Sanctuary So-
ciety. (191)
ROBERT J. MacDONALD
STOCKTON
B.S.M.E.
ASME, Engineering Society, Intro-
murals. ( 1 92)
Rugby,
Society,
PETER P. MACHI
SAN FRANCISCO
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Charles Graham Club, Blackstone
Young Democrats, Irish & Italian
Club. (193)
JEANNE MACKIE
SANTA ROSA
HISTORY, B.A.
(194)
JEAN MARIA MAHER
SANTA CLARA
HISTORY, B.A.
ASUSC Executive Board Coordinator,
Dean's Honor Roll, Who's Who, ASUSC
Award of Service, Frosh Orientation. ( 1 95)
HSIA-NUNG MAI
FREE CHINA
E.E., B.S.E.E.
Engineering Society, IEEE, Tou Beta Pi. (196)
TOM MALATESTA
NORTH HOLLYWOOD
MANAGEMENT, B.S.C.
ASUSC Social Vice-President, Senate,
ASUSC Executive Board, Election Com-
mittee, Problems Committee, Advanced
ROTC. (197)
REGINALD ALFRED MALLAMO
SAN MATEO
MANAGEMENT, B.S.C.
ASUSC Publicity Committee, BAA, Rally
Committee, SAM. (198)
NICK MATHIAS
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
HISTORY, B.A.
(199)
HOWARD MARTIN
FRESNO
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.S.C.
Varsity Baseball Co-Captain.
(200)
ALEXANDER Y. MARN
HONOLULU, HAWAII
CIVIL ENGINEERING, B.S.C.E.
Intramurals, ASME, Engineering Society,
Hawaiian Club, Ski Club.(201)
WILLIAM J. McCarthy
GREENBRAE
CIVIL ENGINEERING, B.S.C.E.
Intramurals, ASCE Treasurer, Engineering
Society. (202)
MIKE McCORMICK
FRESNO
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
Intramurals, Finonce Club, Charles
Graham Club, Blackstone Society,
SAM. (206)
THOMAS WADE McGURK
STOCKTON
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Crev Advanced ROTC.
(207)
TOM McCALL
BURLINGAME
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.M.E.
(203)
THOMAS J. McCLOSKEY
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
Beta Gamma Sigma, Irish Club,
International Students Club. (204)
MIKE McCORD
PASADENA
PRE-MED, B.S.
Mendel Society, Santa Clara, Kap-
pa Zeta Phi, Symphony Commit-
tee. (205)
JOHN J. McKENNA
SAN JOSE
B.S.E.E.
intramurals, Golf, IEEE, Engineer-
ing Society. (208)
ROSEANN MclNTOSH
DENVER, COLORADO
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
ASUSC Frosh Summer Program,
Clay M. Greene Recording Secre-
tary, Glee Club, The Redwood. ( 209)
GABRIELLE McKANNAY
SAN FRANCISCO
SOCIAL SCIENCE, B.A.
ASUSC Merit Award, Clay M.
Greene, Santa Clora, ASUSC Pros-
ecution Committee, Social Commit-
tee Co-Chairman. (210)
DON MEDEIROS
HAYWARD
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
President's Honor Roll, Scabbard
& Blode, Frosh Baseball, Black-
stone Society, Crew, Advanced
ROTC. (21 1 )
GARY MERGOTTI
SAN CARLOS
MANAGEMENT-
MARKETING, B.S.C.
Dean's Honor
SAM. (212)
Roll, Finance Club,
HARRY S. MILLER
SAN RAFAEL
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Kappa Zeta Phi, Advanced ROTC,
Scobbard & Blode, Young Repub-
licans, Homecoming '~ommittee.
(213)
JAMES A. MILLER
SAN MATEO
BUSINESS
MARKETING, B.S.C.
Intramurals, Rally Committee,
Charles Graham Club, Irish Club,
SAM. (214)
NICHOLAS MILLER
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.M.E.
(215)
THOMAS M. MOORE
SAN JOSE
PSYCHOLOGY, B.A.
ROBERT J. MORENO
SAN JOSE
B.S.E.E.
BARBARA JEAN MONDO
MERCED
ENGLISH, B.A.
Bowling, WAA, SWS, Redwood.
(216)
Intramurals, Day Students Associa- Rifle Team, Tau Beta PI, Redwood,
lion. (218) International Students Club.(219)
GARY PATRICK MOREY
MENLO PARK
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
SAM, BAA, Finance Club. (220)
JAMIE A. MONGINI
SAN MATEO
ECONOMICS, B.S.C.
SAM, Student Handbook Committee,
Day Student Association. ( 2 1 7)
MICHAEL MORGAN
SOUTH PASADENA
HISTORY, B.A.
BROOKS MOTHORN
EL CENTRO
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
Varsity Football, Defense Council— Water Polo, Charles Graham, Mar-
Student Court, Young Republicans, keting Club, Finance Club, Ski Club.
Block Club, Varsity Tennis Captain. (222)
(221)
JUDITH MULLIN
HILLSBOROUGH
HISTORY, B.A.
Sodality, Redwood, Young Demo-
cratics.(223)
DAVID K. MURPHY
SACRAMENTO
MANAGEMENT, B.S.C.
ASUSC Lecture Series, Delta Sigma
Pi, SAM. Dean's Honor Roll, Frosh
Advisory Committee. ( 224 )
RONALD MUSANTE
LOS ALTOS
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.M.E.
Engineering Society, ASME.
(225)
KATHLEEN NAUGHTON
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Irish Club, SAM, Internaliono
Students Club. (226)
WILLIAM NELSON
SAN RAFAEL
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.E.E.
Intramurals, Math Society, Engi-
neering Society, Tau Beta Pi. (227)
ROBERT A. NEWBRE
LOS ANGELES
ENGLISH, B.A.
Clay M. Greene, Ski Club, Arts &
Science Association, Day Students
Association. (228)
MICHAEL JAMES NEY
ALAMEDA
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Delta Sigma Pi President, Red-
wood, Blackstone Society, Finance
Club, Charles Graham Club. (229)
SEBASTIAN JOHN NOLA
SAN JOSE
B.S.E.E.
Tau Beta Pi, IEEE, Engineering
Society. (230)
HENRY NUNES
SAN JOSE
CIVIL
ENGINEERING, B.S.C.E.
(231)
DAVID O'BRIEN
SAN JOSE
ENGLISH, B.A.
Day Students Association, Arts
Science Association. (232)
MARY FRANCES O'BRIEN
CUPERTINO
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
Minor Sports, Sodality, Redwood,
Clay M. Greene, Summer Orienta-
tion. (233)
PAMELA D. O'BRIEN
SAN JOSE
HISTORY, B.A.
Who's Who, ASUSC Service
Award, Homecoming Committee,
Leadership Conference, Election
Committee. (234)
BROTHER WALTER M.
O'CONNELL, O.S.J.
SAN FRANCISCO
ENGLISH, B.A.
Teaching Assistantship Grant. (235)
MICHAEL A. O'HAGAN
SAN MATEO
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING, B.M.E.
Engineering Society, ASME, Kappa Zefa
Phi, Irish Club. (236)
JOHN ANTHONY O'KEEFE
SANTA CLARA
HISTORY, B.A.
Blackstone Society, Senator, AcJ-
vanced ROTC, Minor Sports, Block
Club. (237)
CLAIRE OLSEN
OXNARD
HISTORY, B.A.
Redwood.
(238)
MAGGIE ORELLANA
SAN SALVADOR,
EL SALVADOR
ECONOMICS, B.S.C.
(239)
ROXANNE ORENCZUK
SAN JOSE
HISTORY, B.A.
SWS, Young Democrats, Interna-
tional Club. (240)
JAMES E. O'SULLIVAN
SAN FRANCISCO
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.M.E.
AIAA, l^ed Hat Bond, ASME, Engi-
neering Society. ( 24 1 )
JEAN R. OSCAMOU
OAKLAND
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.M.E.
Engineering Society, ASME. (242)
ALFONSO OSPINA
MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA,
SOUTH AMERICA
ECONOMICS, B.S.
Soccer, Charles Graham Club, In-
ternational Students Club, BAA.
(243)
SHIRLEY JOAN PAGANINI
SAN JOSE
MANAGEMENT, B.S.C.
SAM, BAA, Day Students Association,
Handbook Committee, Clay M. Greene. (244)
LEN PANATTONI
SACRAMENTO
HISTORY, B.A.
Who's Who, Kappa Zeto Phi, Senator,
Arts and Science Association President,
Chairman Annual Family Day. (245)
LOUIS PAMBIANCO
SAN JOSE
HISTORY, B.A.
Who's Who, Sodality, Varsity
Football, Advanced ROTC, Student
Court Justice, LAF 8 Society. ( 246)
LOUIS D. PAOLINO
ATHERTON
FINANCE-
MARKETING, B.S.C.
Finance Club, SAM, Italian Club,
Day Students Association. (247)
GEORGE PATTAMANA
SANTA CLARA
CIVIL
ENGINEERING, B.S.C.E.
(248)
ERWIN J. PASCHOAL
WAILUKU, MAUI, HAWAII
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
Advanced ROTC, Scabbard and
Blade, Blackstone, Havaiian Club,
Perstiing Rifles. (249)
JUANITA PAVELKA
VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA
HISTORY, B.A.
SWS President.
(250)
PATRICIA PEPIN
BELMONT
SPANISH, B.A.
Who's Who, Lambda, Frosh Board
of Directors, Prospective Teachers'
Committee C ti a i r m a n. Election
Committee. (251 )
ALBERT PEREZ
AGANA, GUAM
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.S.C.
(252)
CHARLES PEROTTI
SAN JOSE
HISTORY, B.A.
Intramurals, Blackstone Society,
Cloy M. Greene, Drill Team.
(253)
RICHARD PHILLIPS
SUNNYVALE
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.A.
(255)
ROBERT PETERSON
MENLO PARK
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.A.
(254)
JAMES PINELLI
DALY CITY
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
Blackstone Society, Young Repub-
licans, Italian Club, Intramurals.
(256)
ROBERT H. POLLOCK
DENVER, COLORADO
HISTORY, B.A.
KZO, Charles Graham Club, Rally
Committee, Advanced ROTC, Var-
sity Football. (260)
MICHAEL POLOSKY
PASADENA
B.E.E.
Intramurals, IEEE, Engineering So-
ciety. (261)
MARK PISTA
WATSONVILLE
MARKETING, B.S.C.
Charles Graham Club, Delta Sig-
ma Pi, SAM, Intramurals. (257)
ROBERT J. PITMAN
SALINAS
HISTORY, B.A.
Blackstone Society, Arts & Science
Lecture Series, Italian Club, Intra-
murals. (258)
PETER PIZZOLLO
SAN JOSE
PHILOSOPHY, B.A.
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship. (259)
RICHARD POSILIPPO
SANTA CLARA
ENGLISH, B.A.
Student Affiliate of the American
Chemical Society. ( 262)
SUSAN PRENDERGAST
PALO ALTO
SOCIOLOGY, B.A.
Catechetical Society, Young Demo-
crats, Redwood, Ski Club. (263)
HELEN K. PRINDIVILLE
MARYSVILLE
HISTORY, B.A.
SWS, Redwood, ASUSC Office
Staff, Arts & Science Association.
Young Republicans. (264)
DIANE RADDATZ
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
ENGLISH, B.A.
SWS, ASUSC Committee on Euro-
pean Studies & Tours. (265)
MICHAEL RADISICH
SAN JOSE
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.E.E.
(266)
MAUREEN RANKIN
SARATOGA
SOCIOLOGY, B.A.
(267)
DAVID RASKOSKY
MANAGUA, NICARAGUA
B.S.E.E.
Engineering Society, International
Students Club, IEEE. (268)
MARY REGAN
COVINA
BIOLOGY, B.S.
Mendel Society, SWS, Student Hand-
book, Student Directory. (271 )
WILLIAM RAVIZZA
SUNNYVALE
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.S.C.
(269)
DIANE REBER
SAN DIEGO
SOCIOLOGY, B.A.
Homecoming Committee, Clay M.
Greene, Santa Clara, The Redwood,
Young Republicans. (270)
GEORGE REHRMANN
LIBERTY FARMS
MANAGEMENT, B.S.C.
Ski Club, SAM, BAA, Marketing
Club, Finance Club. (272)
LOUIS C. RENAUD
SANTA CLARA
PRE-MED, B.S.
Frestiman Week Committee, Mendel
Society, Sodality, Block SC, Student
Handbook Committee. ( 273)
TOM REILLY
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Student Court Ctiief Justice, Alpha
Sigma Nu, Who's Who, ASUSC Con-
stitutional Committee, Silver Medal,
Sodality Vice-Prefect, James Bond
Assoc.(274)
ROBIN RICE
YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK
BIOLOGY, B.S.
Mendel Society. ( 275)
VELMA RICHARDSON
DUMAGUETE CITY,
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
ECONOMICS, B.A.
(276)
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FRANCES RILEY
ATHERTON
PSYCHOLOGY, B.A.
Student Committee on Foreign
Studies, SWS. (277)
RICHARD LEE RIZZO
SAN JOSE
HISTORY, B.A.
Day Student Association President, Stu-
dent Handbook Editor, Senator, Italian
Club, Catholic Inter-racial Council. (278)
DAVID ROBERTSON
BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON
CIVIL ENGINEERING, B.C.E.
ASCE, Engineering Society, Ski Club,
Scabbard and Blade, Perstiing Rifles. (279)
JEROME PATRICK ROGERS
SANTA CLARA
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
Varsity Football, Intramurals, Charles
Graham Club, Irish Club, Block Club. (280)
EDSON ROOD
HERMOSA BEACH
HISTORY, B.A.
Intramurals, Varsity Baseball. ( 28 1 )
ANITA RUFFALO
SANTA CLARA
SOCIOLOGY, B.A.
Sodality, Day Students Association
(284)
DENNIS WILLIAM ROYER
REDWOOD CITY
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
Intramurals, Charles Graham, Delta Sig-
ma Pi, SAM. (282)
MARTIN RUDDY
MODESTO
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.S.C.
(283)
KENNETH RUFFING
ANAHEIM
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Crew, Chief Defense Council
Who's Who, Sanfo Clara. (285)
ROBERT A. RUTEMOELLER
SAN FRANCISCO
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Rifle Team, SAM, Finance Club,
BAA. (286)
LEO W. RUTH
SAN JOSE
ENGLISH, B.A.
Frosh Orientation Committee, Varsity
Baseball, Block Club, Scabbard and
Blade, Advanced ROTC, Distinguished
Military Student. (287)
SUSAN RYAN
BURLINGAME
HISTORY, B.A.
Clay M. Greene. (288)
MURPHY A. SABATINO
SAN JOSE
HISTORY, B.A. (289)
Intramurals, Blackstone Society.
DIANE HAAGA SABO
SAN JOSE
ENGLISH, B.A.
Day Students' Association, Con-
fraternity Christian Doctrine. ( 290)
MOHAMMED SADEGHIAN
IRAN
B.S.E.E.
International Club, Wrestling. (291 )
PEGGY SAGALEWICZ
TARZANA, CALIFORNIA
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Frosh Orientation Committee, Red-
wood, SWS. (292)
WILLIAM A. SANCHEZ
LOS ANGELES
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
Rally Committee, Delta Sigma PI,
Charles Graham Club, Finance
Club, Senior Class Vice-President,
Beta Gamma Sigma, Intramurals,
SAM. (293)
GARY SANTONI
WOODLAND
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
Intramurals, SAM, Finance Club,
Delta Sigma Pi, Charles Graham.
(294)
JOHN SCHULEIN
SAN JOSE
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.E.E.
(298)
JOAN SCHWALBE
SANTA CLARA
HISTORY, B.A.
The Santa Clara, SWS, Day Stu-
dents Association, Big-little Sister
Commiffee.(299)
ANTHONY J. SCALORA
SACRAMENTO
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.M.E.
ASME, AIAA, Engineering Society
.{ 295 )
CHARLES SAUNDERS
CARLSBAD
CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.C.E.
ASCE. (296)
ROBERT SCHNEIDER
MONTE SERENO
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING, B.M.E.
Engineering Society, American in-
stitute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, Scabbard and Blade, Dis-
tinguished Military Student, Am-
erican Society of Mechanical En-
gineers. (297)
DONALD SCOFIELD
CHICO
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.E.E.
IEEE Chairman, Tau Beta Pi, Redwood,
NASA STSI Scholarship, Engineering So-
ciety. (300)
RONALD K. SERA
HONOLULU, HAWAII
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.E.E.
Intramurals, Frosh Advisory Committee,
Engineering Society, Hawaiian Club, IEEE, (301)
BURMAN SKRABLE
BAKERSFIELD
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Intramurals, Student Court Justice,
Sodality, Who's Who, Santa Clara.
(302)
BRIAN SERVATIUS
SAN LUIS OBISPO
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Valedictorian, Prefect of Sodality,
Alpha Sigma Nu, Beta Gamma
Sigma, Student Court Justice,
Freshman Class Vice-President. (303)
CHRIS SHARKEY
SANTA BARBARA
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
USMC, Kappa Zeta Phi, BAA, Rug-
by. (304)
DANIEL SHEA
BURLINGAME
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Intramurals, Charles Graham Club,
Marketing Club, SAM, Santa
Clara. (305)
JOSEPH K. SIEH
SAO PAULO, BRAZIL
ECONOMICS, B.S.C.
Research Committee Chairmon, In-
ternational Students Club Presi-
dent, Lambda Society, Sodality,
Beta Gamma Sigma, Who's Who,
LAF 8 Society. (306)
JOAN SCHIRLE
SAN JOSE
ENGLISH, B.A.
Clay M. Greene. (307)
DEAN SIMONICH
BELMONT, CALIFORNIA
PRE-MED, B.S.
Mendel Club, Young Republicans,
Ski Club, Frosh Advisory Commit-
tee, Archeology Society. (308)
CRAIG SIMS
REDWOOD CITY
B.E.E.
Engineering Society, IEEE. (309)
JIM SISTO
SAN JOSE
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Intramurals, San Jose Civic Club Award
for Excellence in Italian, SAM, Blackstone
Pre-Legal Society. (3 1 0)
SHARON SMITH
SALINAS
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.A.
(311)
WALTER SOUZA
SAN FRANCISCO
B.S.E.E.
Kappa Zela Phi, Charles Graham
Club, Scabbard & Blade (312)
EDWARD STORM
SALINAS
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.A.
(313)
FRANCIS J. SULLIVAN
CONCORD
B.S.E.E.
ASUSC Radio Committee, IEEE, En-
gineering Society, Amateur Radio
Club, Tau Beta Pi, Alpha Sigma
Nu.l'sU)
GEORGE SULLIVAN
SAN JOSE
HISTORY, B.A.
Kappa Zeta Phi, Dean's Honor
Roll, Sodality, Day Student Repre-
sentative, Cross Currents. ( 3 1 5 )
JIM SULLIVAN
GOLFCOURT, NEW JERSEY
PHYSICS, B.S.
Physics Club, Sodality.
(316)
WILLIAM C. SUMMERS
MENLO PARK
PSYCHOLOGY, B.A.
Varsity Football, Block Club Presi-
dent, Dean's Honor Roll. (317)
THOMAS J. SWARTZ
SACRAMENTO
MANAGEMENT, B.S.C.
Delta Sigma Pi, Scabbard and
Blade, Rugby Club. (318)
THOMAS TANNER
MARIPOSA
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Dean's Honor Roll, SAM, Delta
Sigma Pi, Blackstone Society,
School of Business Dean's Advis-
ory Council. (319)
ODETTE TARANTO
LOS ANGELES
HISTORY, B.A.
Who's Who, Homecoming Com-
mittee, Senate, Rally Committee.
(320)
MARGARET TAYLOR
MOUNTAIN VIEW
HISTORY, B.A.
(321)
JAMES TEETER
SAN DIEGO
B.S.E.E.
(322)
ELLEN TENBROECK
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
ENGLISH, B.A.
(323)
WILLIAM F. TERHEYDEN
SAN FRANCISCO
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
Defense Counsel, Blackstone Society,
Kappa Zeta Phi, James Bond Assoc.(324)
SHEILA THATCHER
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA
PSYCHOLOGY, B.A.
(325)
HAL TILBURY
LANCASTER
FINANCE, B.S.C.
Secretory Junior Class, Sodality,
SAM, Redwood, Drill Team, Intra-
murals. Advanced ROTC.(326)
ROSEANNA F. TORRETTO
SAN JOSE
MATH, B.S.
Moth Society, Women's Chorus.
(327)
MICHAEL TRAMUTT
DENVER, COLORADO
BIOLOGY, B.S.
intramural Committee, Mendel So-
ciety, Kappa Zeto Phi, James Bond
Assoc. (328)
DAVID TRIPALDI
DALY CITY
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
Blackstone Society, Charles Graham
Society, SAM, Rally Committee, (329)
KENNETH TROLESI
SAN MATEO
PRE-DENT, B.S.
Mendel Society, Archeologicol Soci
ety, lntramurals.(330)
NOREEN TUITE
SAN CARLOS
HISTORY, B.A.
Recruiting Committee, Sodality, SWS,
Big-Little Sister Committee. (331 )
DONALD TURNBULL
TRONA
BIOLOGY, B.S.
Mendel Society, Archeologicol So-
ciety. (332)
DICK TOURTELOT
ROLLING HILLS
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.A.
(333)
FRANCES VAN DeMAELE
RIO VISTA
MATHEMATICS, B.S.
Sodality, Mathematics Society, Stu
cient Director Homecoming Com
mittee. (334)
BOB VINTON
EL CAJON
BIOLOGY, B.A.
Archeologicol Society. (335)
MICHAEL VOOLICH
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Sodality, Lambda Society, Sanctu-
ary Society. (338)
KENNETH VIRNIG
SUNNYVALE
MANAGEMENT-
MARKETING, B.S.C.
Day Students Association, AIEE-
IRE, Marketing Club, Engineering
Society, BAA. (336)
PAUL ANDREW VLAHUTIN
WATSONVILLE
B.S.E.E.
Tau Beta Pi, Engineering Society,
Perstiing Rifles, Intramurols, En-
gineering Honor Code Committee,
IEEE. (337)
IEEE, Institute
Astronautics,
Red Hat Band
THADD,
waI
SAClt^MENrO
PSYCHCiOGY, B.A
Mendel SocietT^^Je? Club, Arch
aeology, Europea
Tours Committee. (340)
ITHER
RLE
AL SCIENCE, B.A.
Redwood Editor, Wrestling, Drill
Team, Santo Barbara Medal,
Who's Who, James Bond Assoc. (341
RICHARD MERVIN
WATSON
SAN FRANCISCO
HISTORY, B.A.
Kappa Zeto Phi, Blockstone Soci-
ety, Rally Committee, Santa Clara,
Intramurols. (342)
GARY WEITZ
LAS VEGAS
ACCOUNTING, B.S.C.
Intramurols, Election Committee
Chairman, Delta Sigma Pi, Beta
Gommo Sigma. (343)
JO ANN WESTERMAYER
RIVER FOREST, ILLINOIS
ENGLISH, B.A.
(344)
GEORGE WICKER
ORANGE
POLITICAL SCIENCE, B.A.
Kappa Zeto Phi, Intromurals,
Young Republicans Veep. (346)
JOHN WOLDRICH
PORTLAND, OREGON
B.S.E.E.
Sigma Tau Omega, IEEE, Engineer-
ing Society, SAM, Intromurals. (348)
KENT WOODELL
SAN MATEO
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.S.
(350)
PATRICIA WHITE
SANTA CLARA
BIOLOGY, B.S.
Young Democrats, Mendel Society,
SWS, Water Ballet.(345)
PHILIP WILSON, III
LOS ANGELES
ECONOMICS, B.A.
Kappa Zeta Phi, Blackstone Soci-
ety, Charles Graham Club, Rally
Committee, Cheerleader. (347)
CAROL M. WOOD
SANTA MARIA
ENGLISH, B.A.
Redwood, Mendel Society, Cross
Currents, Committee for European
Studies & Tours. (349)
NANCY WOODWARD
LATHROP
SOCIOLOGY, B.A.
(351)
Red
Glee
ANTHONY
WAWRUKIEWICZ
SAN FRANCISCO
PHYSICS, B.S.
Hat Bond, Physics Society,
Club. (352)
ANN CARR
SAN FRANCISCO
SOCIOLOGY, B.A.
(353)
ROBERT GULLEY
SAN JOSE
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.M.E.
(354)
[
JOHN FILICE
SAN JOSE
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION, B.S.C.
Football, Foreign Studies Commit-
tee. (355)
PAUL LOUIS MANFREDI
ROSEVILLE, CALIF.
HISTORY, B.A.
Intromurals, Frosh Party Chair-
man, Italian Club. (356)
KEVIN KING
DALY CITY
MANAGEMENT, B.S.C.
Ctiarles Graham Club, Koppa Zeta
Phi, Irish Club, BAA, Frosh Advis-
ory Board, Freshman Class Treas-
urer, Junior Class Treasurer. ( 357)
VICTOR G. NICOLOSHIN
SAN CARLOS
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.M.E.
ASME, Engineering Society, Ad-
vanced ROTC, Glee Club.(358)
PAUL PETERSON
SAN MATEO
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING, B.S.iE.E.
IEEE, Galates Society, Engineering
Society, Intromurals. (359)
SUSAN YATES PRUYN
SHARON, CONNECTICUT
ENGLISH, B.A.
Directory, Frosh Advisory Commit-
tee, Homecoming Committee, Stu-
dent Committee on Foreign Studies
and Tours, Monthly Calendar. (360)
MISS NOVEMBER Joan Brake from Burbank,
California, a sophomore biology major.
MISS FEBRUARY Geri Rossini, a sophomore
liberal arfs major from Garden Grove, Cali-
fornia.
MISS APRIL Kathy Storch, a freshman liberal arts major from
Palo Alto.
MISS MARCH Ann Frick from La JoMt, California, a junior
majoring in English.
MISS MAY Mary Licini a junior from Las Vegas,
Nevada, majoring in biology.
PA.S.
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The senior parents listed below have donated
generously to the REDWOOD, and because of
their generosity the ever increasing cost of extras
and production have been met.
From the staff, thank you.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Kitahara
Peter Vlahutin
WalterJ. Sousa
Juan E. Arrache
James L. Mam
Henry 0. Demmert
Matt P. Flynn
Ray Pinelli
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
William Reilly
Paul A. Miller
Gene Mondo
George A. Wicker
Terheyden
Ernest Paschoal
George Keller
Paul F. Kelly
Dr. F. J. Bums M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. RichardJ. Glover
Dr. and Mrs. Martin A. Fogerty
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Scofield

Bob Lilley Art Editor
Mike Ryan Administrative Editor
\ pni inn
lyiiLU II U U U
Hal Tilbury Copy Editor Staff Pictured Chris Castendyk (Senior Candids), Roseonn Mcintosh
(Faculty Section),
Mike Smith, Dianne Reber, Frank Delaney, Mike Morosin, Sue Groom (Frosh Section),
Ed Malley, Kothy Halligan (Senior Section), Linda M. L. Chang (Photography, not pictured).
nu
^ ^
Ef^" '*
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Ernie De Gasparis
n
u
Lawrence S.K. LAU, PAS
Photography
MODERATOR
REV. JOHN DULLEA, S.J.
t t t
Mike Mondavi (Sports Section), Ginger Sonntog, Andy Jouregi (Junfor
Section), Lucy Laxogue, Mike Ryan, Norilyn Merrick, Vic Lindsay. Not
Pictured Carol Wood (Law Section), Lou Branson (Clubs Section), Ralph
Spaulding (Sophomore Section), Pete Coserto (Advertising), Jim Cronin
(Circulation), Lorrie Abrohamson (Business), Barbara Mondo, Claire Olsen,
M. J. Keown, George Hruneni, Sharon Groom, A! Preckel, John Farnan,
Dave Squelloli.
Vic LincJsay
P.A.S.
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P.W., / w/7/ love you always . . .
EDITOR
Hi CllIlFSAIfHUBA
CAIIFIHIA
BEST WISHES
from
THE CITY OF SANTA CLARA
MAYOR LAWRENCE L. FARGHER
CITY COUNCILAAEN
FRANK C. KELLER ROBERT T. AAAYNARD
WILLIAM P. KIELY JR. MATT P. TALIA
LARRY J. MARSALLI WILLIAM A. WILSON JR.
( Uncle A
PANCAKE
HOUSE
Pancakes that please everyone
from everywhere
Santa Clara
1680EICamino
CH. 3-8256
San JoM
1415 So. 1st at Alma
CY. 4-7716
Palo Alto
3150 El Camino Real
326-0390
Millbrae
1301 El Camino
JU. 9^2080
GOLD MEDAL WINNER
jta^tmA
For Quality Service & Quality Products
Call CHerry 3-3997
Est. Since 1929
T Tmn A RESTAURANT ANDL.UI^I^/\ LOUNGE
Italian Dinners . . Banquet Room
Opposite University of Santa Clara
OPEN DAILY
3160 ALAMEDA
Phone 296-1984 Santa Clara, Calif.
Compliments of
KIRK'S DRIVE IN
2380 EL CAMINO
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA
Me-n-Ed's Pizza Parlor
2230 El Camino Real
Santa Clara, California
248-7800
COMPLIMENTS OF
VIC CORSIZLIA
Munk of Atnerirtt
NATIONAL JK^Vo! ASSOCIATION
IMi •laVI ITBTCM
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA
Bank of America Main Branch
1313 Franklin Street
Santa Clara
Bank of America El Camino Kiely Branch
2670 El Camino Real
Santa Clara
Compliments of
WELLS FARGO BANK
El Camino Office
2120 El Camino Real
Santa Clara
Santa Clara Office
1 n 1 Washington St.
Santa Clara
Stevens Creek Office
65 North Winchester
Santa Clara
"Quality & Service First" 1489 Franklin Street We are service
Santa Clara, California members of
REX DRIVE-IN CLEANERS
F. T. D.
Mission City
FLORIST
60 Race Street
Phone 292-0363
Finest in Flowers
San Jose
CHerry 3-1253
California Lanfri Bros.
Loyt and Phil Sousa George Smith
owners manger
St. Claire Laundry NAVELET'S
Since 1885
Established in 1894 FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION
15% Savings on Cash & Carry
48 E. San Fernando
Next to the University Field House San Jose, California
867 Sherman St. AXminster 6-5035
Jack Mienii Jr. & Staff Class of '37
PAT RYAN'S Fnendly Store
MARVEL CLEANERS
10% DISCOUNT WITH OPEN DAILY 10 to 10
STUDENT BODY CARD
Corner of
Sundays 10:30 - 9
ALVISO & FRANKLIN STS. 2725 Alameda
Santa Clara, Calif. AX 6-0790
Compliments of
INDIVIDUAL LAUNDRY CENIRAL LIQUORS
& CLEANING SERVICE DRUGS -:- LIQUORS -:- SUNDRIES
STUDENT DISCOUNT Wm. Vasconcellos
3490 THE ALAMEDA
59 Washington St.
Santa Clara, Calif.
293-3864
DRUGS PRESCRIPTIONS COSMETICS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
PHOTO FINISHING
SANTA CLARA SPORT SHOP
"FRANCHIZED WILSON DEALER"
Peter S. Talia
(^/^ AXminster 6-2820We Give S&H Green Trading Stamps
WADE'S MISSION PHARMACY A-^Jl ,.^-A. '"^85 FRANKLIN
1000 Franklin Street vOkKY y the house of
Phone 296-6030
Santa Clara, California
NJ^"^'^ • SANTA CLAIA l^ORT SHOP
HOURS 9:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. S&H GREEN STAMPS
Sun.:IO- 3:00— Sat. 9-7:30
HESTER DRUGS
Walgreen Agency
FREE DELIVERY
RYAN'S SPORT SHOP
1717 Pork Avenue
Son Jose, California
1 22 1 THE ALAMEDA SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA "Everything for Every Sport"
Next to Tiny's
CYpress 2-4132
CY 4-3655
SANTA CLARA DRUG COMPANY
Prescription Druggists Compliments of
Corner Main and Franklin AXminster 6-7482
Santa Clara, California ROBERTS TYPEWRITER
COMPANY
Underv/ood • Olivetti • Portable Typewriters
Compliments of
57 So. 4th Street
294-1215
FAMILY PHARMACY San Jose,
Willow Glen
4l'
California
SUGARiPE
FRESH-FRiaiT FRESH
SUGARIPE
The Quality Brand of \
MAYFAIR PACKING COMPANY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
Dried Fruits and Nuts
^W^VJX^X.
Compliments of
Compliment
of CHARLES BONNICCI
MOHAWK PACKING CO.
SUNGARDEN All Beef Products
P.O. Box 601
PACKING
1660 Bayshore Hiway
COMPANY San Jose 12, Calif.
CYpress 7-3800
DIANA FRUIT PRESERVING
Quality Packers of Maraschino Cherries
Since 1921
Santa Clara, California
DENVER MEAT COMPANY
Purveyors of Choice Meats
Moorpark at Meridian Rd. CY 5-6504
LINCOLN LANE FOODS
FANCY FOODS — FRESH PRODUCE
Rocci's Prime Meats
8 Butchers to Serve You
CYpress 7-7327 1003 LINCOLN AVE.
Owners Opposite Coe Ave.
Chancy & Rocci Bengiveno San Jose 25, Calif.
ROMA BAKERY CO.
655 Almaden Ave.
San Jose, Calif.
294-0123
Compliments of
Neto Sausage Company, Inc.
740 Harrison St. Santa Clara
AXminster 6-0818
Wholesale Retail
PACELLI
FISH & POULTRY COMPANY
AXminster 6-2876
2755 The Alameda
Joseph AA. Pacelli Santa Clara, Calif.
ZAPPELLI MEATS
Beef - Lamb - Pork - Veal
"Want a treat—eat our Meat"
"Don't say Salami; say Galileo Brand"
CY 3-3883 San Jose, Calif.
<(
REGAL PALE DISTRIBUTING CO.
REGAL PALE - PABST - BLATZ - CARLING
George R. Figone '35
381 Sunill San Jose, Calif.
SANTA CLARA
MARIANI'S MOTEL
90 Luxurious Rooms
Completely equipped
conference room
Restaurant
and
Cocktail Lounge
2500 El Camino Real CH 3-1431
Santa Clara
MOTELODGE
Air Conditioned
Television .aa^^- —^
Rad o ENJoY CoHfoKl For tf55
Telephone
Black-out Drapes
Inn-Room Coffee
Heated Swimming
Pool
ihe finest way to treat your parents
1655 EI Camino
Minutes
From The
University of
Santa Clara
1655 El Camino
Real
Telephone
:
244-8313
Santa Clara
GARDEN CITY TRANSPORTATION COMPANY. LTD
1720 Bayshore San Jose, California
CYpress 7-6400
Compliments
GUERRA R E ALTORS
REALIY
COMPANY
11^^ SINCE 1887 ^L
MICHAEL, JOSEPH & PETER GUERRA j
r COOPER 1
. CHALLEN .1
^
40 No. Second Street
San Jose
California
293-6043 INSURE RS
University of Santa Clara
BOOKSTORE
(Conveniently located in the Student Union)
Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri.
10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon, Sat.
New and Used Books
All required class texts available, as well as supplies and equipment.
WE NOW BUY USED BOOKS FROM STUDENTS.
SHOP HERE AND SAVE—Please compare our prices!
We always have a fine selection of Catholic books, missals and religious articles
OBTAIN YOUR ROYAL, REMINGTON, OR SMITH-CORONA PORTABLE
TYPEWRITER FROM US ON A SPECIAL DEAL
University Union Oil Station
Complete Service—Brakes & Tune-ups
We Give S & H Green Stamps
10% Discount to all students on
tune-ups and brake jobs
Park & Alameda
Santa Clara
• Rim
it DifKt Print
•it Xtrox - Brtiltth
• Offset Printing
ic Photo Ceinring
Daitvaiy Svivica
297-6836
Drafting & Surveying Supplies
too UNIVBSin AVf UN JOSE
MONOGRAMS - EMBLEMS
ALL KINDS
OF
UNIFORMS
iAN JOSE.
uniform:^, emblem
to, INC
1015 PARK - AT LINCOLN 297-2294
San Jose 26, California
Hallmark Cards
BLAKE'S STATIONERY and PRINTING
industrial • Commercial Social Supplies
CH 3-0619
1026 Franklin St.
Santa Clara, Calif.
BEST WISHES
Compliments of IRV NORMANDIN'S '32
CLAIR NORMANDIN'S '36
WEHNER INSURANCE AGENCY LON NORMANDIN'S '56
NORMANDIN'S
Harold Wehner IMPERIAL - CHRYSLER - PLYMOUTH - VALIANT
Robert C. Wehner '49 Smce 1875
405 W. Santa Clara Bus. 298-5555
2175 The Alameda San Jose, Calif.
San Jose 26, California
Phone: 241-4100
Compliments of
/^^F^ CACITTI & CAcrni1 yOURlMMepenJ^nr
JV InsuraitceK /AGENT #v 1-^- J 18700 Homestead Road
^^ tllVit/TOU '»II$I- ^W
^^ "^^ Cupertino, California
AX 6-2383
Compliments ^ Compliments
of of
ALBERT J. RUFFO FRANK BRUCE ONETO
4-
in Roos/Atkins clothes
\^
^\yyy su/»i;^^^
KX^
in Roos /Atkins clothes
o
% 1
V>
in Roos /Atkins clothes
""^/^ /VEWtSt ^"1
e'
in Roos /Atkins clothes
(VIEANwhilE
REIVIEIVlbER
that
wherever
you go in
California
you've got
a lot of
friends at
28
Roos /Atkins
stores in
18 cities!
ROOSAtkins
First at Santa Clara in San Jose
Stevens Creek Plaza in Santa Clara
CONGRATULA TIONS
CLASS
OF
'6^
WILLIAM WILLIS STUDIO
Santa Clara
2961016
Official Redwood Photograplier
There is no saturation point in education
Thomas J. Watson
IBM
COMPLIMENTS
OF
CHARLES KRUG WINERY
Compliments of
ROBERT E. JONES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
Compliments
of
MARK THOMAS & CO, INC.
Compliments
of
Pcsquinelli & Ponelli
Congratulations Class of 1965
We are happy to have had a part
in the construction of your campus.
CARL N. SWENSON CO., INC.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Suite 370, Swenson Bidg.
777 N. 1st. Street
San Jose, California
ELMO PARDINI
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
1741 HAMILTON AVENUE
296-9112
SAN JOSE
CALIFORNIA
Courtesy of SHAW INSULATION CO.
A. J. RAISCH
PAVING CO. 935 Richard Ave.
PATRICK W. REGAN Santa Clara
Executive Vice President
ROBERT T. Greene
Chief Estimator
^^
Sound Insulation
w Graham Hall
900 W. SAN CARLOS STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIF. "We'll keep things quiet in the Quad"
CY 8-5020
Compliments of
REED & GRAHAM, INC.
Compliments of Road Oils and Asphalts • Hot and Cold Plant Mixes
C. L DISHEROON CO, 690 Sanol Street CYpress 8-5221
309 San Jose Ave. San Jose 26, Calif.
San Jose, Calif.
Painters of
HEAFEY LAW LIBRARY
Compliments of
GRAHAM HALL
BENSON STUDENT COMMONS RICHARD M. GURRIES
AND
JACK D. TODD
Compliments of
CUPERTINO ELECTRIC INC.
10601 South Saratoga - Sunnyvale Road
Cupertino, California
Compliments of
SANTA CLARA A & W
1595 Franklin at Lincoln
Compliments of
PAT CREEGAN
AND
ELMER D'ANGELO
FRANK PISANO & ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
PLANNERS
SURVEYORS
ARCHITECTS
San Jose, Capitola, Half Moon Bay
333 N. 26th Street, San Jose, Calif.
292-9510
NORTON S. CURTIS
AIA & ASSOCIATES
1541 The Alanneda
San Jose, California
CY 5-4226
4
Concrete Sawing
R. H. WEHNER
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION CO.
SUBDIVISIONS
Curbs - Gutters - Sidewalks
Richard H. Wehner Jr. (Pres.)
480 Reed, Santa Clara
Cherry 3-5181
COMPLIMENTS
OF
LEO W. RUTH, JR.
AND
E. JACKSON GOING, JR.
Compliments of
LOBUE'S PLAZZA
Complete Shopping Center
White & Story Road
San Jose
California
Compliments of
Delmas & De mas
THE HOME OF
FAMOUS NAME BRANDS
• HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
• TIMELY CLOTHES • CRICKETEER CLOTHES
• FREEMAN SHOES • ARROW SHIRTS and TIES
• MacGREGOR SPORTWEAR
• ROUGH RIDER SPORT COATS and SLACKS
182 Geary St.
%,<
'•'
x" >r _'_'.'.'.
_^lS tore for niEfi
SRflTR CLflRR RT l^d " . FREE PRRKIHG BACK Or STORE
San Francisco
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
COMPLIMENTS OF
BARREH CONSTRUCTION CO.
1800 Evans Ave.
San Francisco, California
COMPLIMENTS OF
E. A. HATHAWAY and CO
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
5th & KEYES STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
COMPLIMENTS OF
JOHNSON & MAPE
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA
Continental Cuisine
GLEN - WEBB & COMPANY
Beautiful view of the valley
PLATEAU 7 successors to
Sky Restaurant
Elegant Decor
Open Daily
Lunch 1 1:30 on
Dinner 5:00— 11:00
0. CASPERSON & SONS
Distributors of:*
Sunday 4:00— 10:00
Frozen Foods Frozen Eggs
Banquets 40 to 140 Frozen Poultry Frozen Fish
Weekend Dancing in the Norseman Room
Phone 297-7775 for Reservations
777 North First Street
Eggs Butter Cheese Margarine
Shortening Vegetable Oils
San Jose
Atop the new Swenson Building
340 Ninth Street UNderhill 3-2010
San Francisco
Congratulations to the Class of ^63
Burger Bars
& Burger Pits
75 SOUTH 2nd STREET • SAN JOSE
PHONE CYpress 4-2322

JI






